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The specification of a policy for the real-time operation of storages 
is viewed as part of the planning process for water resources development. 
A policy-deriving algorithm, which can take account of complex 
' 
stochastic hydrologies, uses the steps of streamflow simulation, deterministic 
dynamic programming, and linear regression to supply estimates of optimal 
policies, 
Lag-one, log-normal Markov models, which are shown to fit monthly flow 
series from seven New Zealand rivers, are used to simulate synthetic data 
series, To include between-station correlations, a multistream model is 
developed, 
The policy-deriving algorithm is applied to the year-by-year operation 
of an irrigation dam with the object of maximizing net returns, and to the 
month-by-month operation of two interconnected storages within a hydro-thermal 
power system with the object of minimizing thermal generating costs. 
Derived linear policies, postulated to be near optimal for an uncertain 
future, caused expected operating costs for the hydro-thermal system which on 
average were 28% greater than the absolute minimum costs for a deterministic 
future. The cost difference, the "cost of uncertainty", could be reduced by 
using flow forecasts, 
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A BASIS FOR PLANNING FOR WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1,1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years planning for the development of water resources has 
become a matter of national and international importance, This is evidenced 
by the extensive and continuously expanding literature on the subject to be 
found in the professional journals of many disciplines, 
Studies reported have drawn attention to the complex nature of water 
resource systems and to the need for a complete and systematic planning pro-
cess which makes best use of limited water and capital resources, 
This chapter describes the broad objectives of water resources develop-
ment and outlines an idealized four step planning process. Subsequent dis-
cussion is centred on the third step of this process. This third step is 
described.as a design step and involves answering questions about the sizes of 
structures to be built in the system 9 the levels of output to be achieved by 
the system, and the policy to be used in the operation of the system, 
Before these questions can be answered, the objectives of the proposed 
development must be specified and translated into design criteria, If these 
criteria can be expressed quantitatively, optimizing techniques can be used to 
assist in the task of arriving at a best or optimal design. 
The. relative merits of available optimizing techniques are briefly dis-
cussed, A major limitation of all of these techniques is their inability to 
cope, either at a conceptual or at a computational level, or both 9 with 
stochastic (time-dependent probabilistic) hydrologic inputs. 
One technique in particular, dynamic programming, is covered in some 
2 
detail, Dynamic programming, a scheme for sequential decision making, 
appears to be the most suitable technique available for handling certain types 
of water resources design problems, 
By coupling streamflow simulation with deterministic dynamic programm-
ing, Young (1966), explored~ method of deriving operating policies while 
taking full account of the stochastic nature of the hydrologic inputs. Young 
did not show that the derived policies resembled the true optimum, but·rather, 
that in some cases at least, the derived policy was better than classic opera-
tion policy rules, An example of a classic operation policy is described in 
Section 1.9. 
This study parallels and extends the work of Young, In comparing the 
derived policy to the absolute optimum, the operating procedures for two real 
water resource systems are examined, These are: 
(1) An irrigation dam and its year by year operation 
(2) An interconnected hydro-thermal electric power system which in-
corporates two storage lakes and requires month-by-month operation decisions. 
Chapter Two describes statistical models for representing monthly stream-
flow data, Variability in parameter estimates from short data records is 
examined empirically. A model which reproduces the basic statistics for the 
generation of a synthetic flow record is developed and verified for seven New 
Zealand rivers, 
Chapter Three is concerned with the simulation of flow data for several 
flow stations within a region, A procedure which preserves ,the dependencies of 
records both backwards in time and between stations, as well as the statistical 
parameters of monthly flow volumes is developed and tested. 
Chapter ~our describes an application of dynamic programming and flow 
simulation to determine an operating policy for an irrigation dam, 
In Chapter Five a model for deriving rules for the operation of a set of 
interconnected hydro-electric power stations is illustrated, Two large storage 
lakes are present and it is assumed that the system is to be operated in co·n-
junction with a set of thermal stations to supply given monthly power loads 
3 
while minimizing thermal generating costs. The deterministic algorithm is 
coupled with the multi-strearnflow gen~rating procedure to derive linear policy 
functions for the real-time operation of the lakes. Real-time operation with 
these policies is compared with the absolute optimum, which implies a full 
knowledge of future flow patterns, 
A summary of the study and conclusions drawn from it are given in 
Chapter Six, 
1. 2 WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
Many water resource developments are large scale undertakings which 
involve big expenditures by the government of a country, The planning for such 
a development may be considered as a process of decision-making for public in-
vestment. Decisions must be made about which set of resources to develop, when 
to develop, the objectives to be met by the development and the particular water 
resource system design, or set of system designs, that will best meet the 
objectives, 
A water resource system is defined herein as "an integrated-group of 
physical structures and devices whose function is to convert naturally-occurring 
water and input resources of land, capital, labour and materials into controlled 
outputs of usable water at times, places and in quantities required for irriga-
tion, water supply, power generation and other purposes," (Burton, 1964). The 
design of such a system involves the making of decisions as to the best sizes, 
locations and modes of operation of its components in order to achieve the 
desired objectives, 
The complete design process involves an interplay of many disciplines, 
particularly economics and engineering. The questions "What can be done?" and 
"How much will it cost?" are ·best answered by the engineer; the questions "What 
is worth doing?" and "To what extent is it worthwhile?" by the economist, whilst 
it is th~ politician, acting on the answers of both engineers and economists, 




The process of planning for water resources development can be set out as 
a four step process" (Hufschmidt, 1965). An understanding of this process, which 
is summarized by Fig. 1.1, is useful in helping to identify the personnel, 
methodology, information and dat~ needed to carry the process through to co~pl~-
tion. The four steps are described individually. 
1.2.1 Definition of Broad Objectives 
The first step is to define that mix of broad objectives which is to be 
' 
fulfilled by the development. This definition implies broad policy deGisions by 
State or National Governments. 
The broad objectives on which these policy decisions are based are funda-
mental goals relating to the welfare of society such as; increasing the net 
national income (economic efficiency), redistributing income, maintaining satis-
factory levels of employment and economic growth, maintaining and enhancing 
cultural, aesthetic and historic values. In general, these objectives will 
conflict to some extent and it may not therefore be possible to design a water 
resource system which will fulfil each of a number of objectives to the highest 
possible degree. To maximize one objective, it may be necessary to sacrifice 
increments in other objectives. 
A study of these objectives is beyond the scope of this thes~s; detailed 
treatments are given by Eckstein (1958) and Maas et al (1962). 
1.2.2 Translation of Objectives into Design Criteria 
The second step of the planning _process concerns the translation of the 
broad objectives of step one into quantitative design criteria. Hufschmidt 
(1965)-gives the following as the more important criteria required for ·a typical 
design: 
(a) The combination of objectives which are to be considered in the design, 
their relative weights and th~ir form, either as values to be maximized or as 
constraints, making it possible ·to formulate an·objective f~nction. 
(b) The discount rate. 
(c) A,-,eighting factor applied to capital and/or operation, maintenance and 
Figure 1.1 
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repair (O,M,R,) costs which will refle~t the existence of budgeting constraints. 
(d) A weighting factor to reflect the "opportunity cost of funds", 
(e) A weighting factor which reflects divergencies between real labour costs 
and wages. 
(f) Specific instructions for the construction of gross benefit functions for 
each major purpose of the water resource development, 
(g) Specific instructions on how to·handle uncertainty in hydrologic and 
other factors. 
(h) Definition of the geographical region and of the scope of the design 
problem, 
(i) Constraints concerned with water quality, political and institutional 
factors and other aspects, 
1.2,3 Preparation of Alternative Optimal Designs 
With the design criteria specified, step three involves the preparation 
of alternative system designs which optimize the value of the objective function, 
subject to the constraints and general rules set by the design criteria. At the 
planning stage a system design does not imply a detailed engineering design of 
system components, but rather a set of decisions about component sizes, levels 
of outputs, and policies for operating the system, 
This chapter outlines a particular optimizing technique which can assist 
in preparing optimal de~igns. The aim of this thesis is to test and evaluate 
the technique, 
1,2,4 Evaluation and Selection of Optimal Designs 
The fourth step involves the evaluation of the al,tetnative designs in· 
the light of intangible non-quantifiable objectives which cannot be included in 
the optimizing process, These value judgements are a task for political policy-
makers who at this stage become aware of the consequences of different designs 
and the sensitivity of the plants to variations in different criteria, As a 
result' of this examination, changes may be made in the' design'. criteria given in 
:the second. step and thus the design prepared in.._-'--8-te:p~rnay need· revisio:p, 
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In this way a feedback of information from step four to steps two and 
three occurs; this allows the cycle of the design process, resource allocation 
and criteria specification to be completed. 
It is the task of the political policy and decision-makers. to decide the 
extent to which the designs satisfy the objectives set out in step one and to 
select the set which is best, in terms of t0ese objectives, It may be that the 
development is not justified and that the objectives can be be,tter !]let by other 
action, Again, this step, which is beyond the scope of this thesis, is covered 
in detail elsewhere. (McKean, 1958). 
In practice this idealized process is barely approached. In both 
Australia and New Zealand, planning for water resources development has, in the 
past, tended to proceed in a piece-meal,·rule-Of-thurnb manner. (Burton, 1964), 
(Jensen, 1968), There are however encouraging signs that the planning process 
is being improved. 
This outline of the idealized planning process :.gives; .an introduction to 
the design problem described in step three. The aim of this thesis is to 
develop and test a method for tackling part of this step. 
1,3 THE DESIGN STEP 
Formally, the design step may be described as follows: (Buras and Herman, 
1968). 
The properties·of naturally'.occurring water resources may be described by 
a matrix S consisting of 3 vectors, 
r ' 
where L is a vector with 3 components (x, y, z) which describe the 
spatial location of the water, 
T is a vector giving the availability in time of the water, 
It consists of parameters of the probability distributions 
which describe the occurrence of the resource in time, 
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Q is a vector q.escribing the quality of the ,Mater, It 
is partitioned into 3 sets of elements which respectively 
describe biological, chemical and physical properties. 
In general, each of these will be characterized by ti~e -
varying parameters of probability distributions. 
Water resources development consists of transforming the original availa-
bility matrix S to another which fulfils the criteria listed in step two. 
Thus S becomes S*, which again consists of 3 vectors, 
where L* represents the location of the demand for water, 
T* represents the quantities of water and water derivati~es 
demanded and the distribution of this demand in time~ 
Q* represents the possible quality requirements, 
This transformation of an available state into a desired state is 
achieved by an operator 8 which is defined by the equation, 
S* e. S, 
The operator e is in fact the design of the system transferring water 
from one state of availability to another, The design consists not only of 
physical structures for the collection, conveyance, storage, treatment and 
utilization of water, but also.of the policy which states how much water to 
handle in each time period, the manner in which water is to be allocated to 
different uses and the way in which water derivatives will be allocated and usEid. 
' ' 
The design of the system is determined by the relationship between L, T 
and Q, and L*, T* and Q*, Differences in elevation between the water source 
and possible tail~water levels and differences between the water supply and 
power demand patterns will be factors in establishing the feasibility of hydro-
electric power generation. Elevation differences between sources of water ~nd 
demand points for water supply will establish whether gravity supply is sui.table 
or whether pumping is required. The size of storage structures ~ill be dependent 
9 
on the differences between T and T*. The specifications for treatment facilities 
will be dictated by differences between T and T* and Q and Q*, 
It is clear that inter-relationships will exist between these vectors; 
for example, the requirements of T*, which may call for a period of storage, 
could result in a change in the water quality Q~ 
The design problem, described by step three, is to choose g such that S* 
is satisfied in an optimal manner, 
Many examples exist in which it is,difficult_or impossible to express 
quantitatively the benefits of a project and to derive a numerical measure of 
the objective function which is to be maximized, For instance, the main aim of 
a project may be to contribute to public health and recreation, It is difficult 
to rank these objectives numerically by an objective function. The specified 
design criteria may necessarily be somewhat arbitrary, and in the design problem 
may be expressed in the form of constraints such as a minimum stream discharge 
or a maximum water level fluctuation to be tolerated, or an accepted level of 
risk, 
However, there are also a number of types of projects where it is possible 
-
to imput monetary values to outputs such as irrigation water delivered and flood 
damages reduced. In such cases, net benefits can be evaluated quantitatively, 
I 
Economic values :can be attached to .physical criteria ~n,d a comparison can be 
made between the increments in benefits resulting from a change i_n any c;1='i terion, 
and the incremental cost of achieving such a change, 
With projects of this type, alternative designs can be ranked quantita-
tively according to the extent to which their objectives are fulfilled, but 
subject to, and constrained by, those parts of the design criteria not.included 
in the ranking function, In this way the design process can select an optimum 
design; by finding that design, or set of designs, which bes.t fulfil the 
objectives which initiated the process, 
Although the benefits resulting from alternative designs may form a 
convex set, it may be that another convex set of benefits will exi~t when 
certain key parameters such as the interest rate are varied, While the possible 
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values of these parameters should be l:i~~cified in the design criterta at the 
highest decision making level, often they can 0nly be properly arrived at if a 
number of designs having a range of values of these parameters are prepared. 
Furthermore, to allow for the variation in annual benefits due to the stochastic 
nature of the hydrology, some measure of risk, which will weight benefits from 
alternative designs should be introduced. This illustrates the close relation-
ship between the four steps of the planning process and the importance of the 
information feedback described previously, 
From an engineering design point of view, the design problem may be 
considered as comprising three closely connected decisions, (Buras, 1966), 
(1) The optimal dimensions of structures to belong to the system, 
(2) The optimal target output of the system, consistent with the 
objectives. 
(3) The establishment of an operating policy for the system which-will 
ensure that the objective function is optimized. 
1.4 OPTIMIZING TECHNJQUES 
Even when the design criteria can be quantitatively specified, and the 
design problem can be expressed mathematically as a problem of maximizing a 
. 
numerical objective function subject to a given set of constraints, the task of 
finding an optimum design is still a demanding one, 
Two basic approaches have emerged for tackling this optimization problem 
(Buras and Herman, 1968), In one, given an objective function, a set of con-
straints, and a mathemat~cal formulation of the hydrology, an optimal solution 
' •'" ,{ ,. \ ..... ....; ',,....._ 
is obtained directly by a mathematical algorithm, In the other, the behaviour 
,. 
of the system is simulated by routing a real or synthetic hydrologic record 
through a mathematical model of the proposed system and evaluating the perform-
ance of each element. These will be referred to as analytic and simulation 
approaches respectively, Examples of analytic solutions are given by Little 
(1955) and Buras (1965); applicatiqns of simulation are described by Morrice 
11 
and Allan (1959), Let-tis and Shoemaker. (1962) and Hufschl!)idt and Fiering (1966). 
1.4.1 Simulation Approach 
With simulation, the description of the system, ±epresented by mathemati-
cal model, may be complex and approach reality. At the same time a full statis-
tical treatment of the hydrology of the system may be ·possible. In~ simulation 
study, temporal sequences of events are studied within a computer where seconds 
can represent years and while in theory many variables may be optimized, pro~ 
gramrning and computational difficulties can easily arise. For example, a river 
basin in which.several structures are planned may present say 20 variables 
(heights of darns, projected water deliveries and the like) from which the best 
combination is to be selected. If each variable can assume five different 
values, then in theory 520 designs must be evaluated. 
If systernatic'search·techniques, such as the method of steepest ascent, are 
used to search the multi-dimensional response surface, which represents the 
objective .function_in_ such_a~casa, .no-e;uarantee .ia._giv.e.n tbat ... the .. o.ptimum _. 
arrived at is the global maximum and not a local maximum·. Furthermore, the 
result does not offer a real insight as to the structure of the optimal 
solution. 
In theory each combination of structures an~ outputs has associated with 
it an optimal operating policy. Though the simulation approach can be used·to 
assist in making decisions about the sizes of stX'\lctures and levels of ~utput,. 
it is inadequate for deriving optimal · opera ting policies. Either a la.rge part 
of the computer program used :in the simulation may ne~d to be changed for a 
small change in the operating policy, or a general program must be coded with 
parameters which may be varied to test different policies. In both ·cases the 
burden of computer programming can become excessive or impossible, 
1.4.2 Analytic ~pproach 
In contrast, analytic solutions use features of the probabilistic. 
structure of the hydrology, as well as an objective function and its attendant 
constraints, to form an algorithm which can in simple cases be 1;1olved for any 
·., .. 
', ! -;~. ·-
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set of numerical values. 
Within a very good review of the possible applications of mathematical 
programming in water resources engineering, Buras and Herman (1968) identify 
five basic analytic techniques; the calculus of variations, probability tech-
niques such as queuing theory, linear programming, non~linear programming, and 
dynamic programming. Modifications of these techniques have given methods with 
special properties, such as dynamic linear programming and incremental dynamic 
, I 
programming, that are applicable to certain types of problems • 
. ' 
Applications of analytic techniques to water resource planning problems 
have been extensively reviewed by Buras (1966), Buras and Herman (1968), an~ 
Roefs (1968). 
Some techniques, such as linear programming, are well suited to handling 
multi-dimensional problems, but cannot cope with complicated stochastic 
hydrologies or multi-period problems, 
On the other hand, dynamic programming is well suited to mul ti-pe:riod .. 
optimizing problems, but is restrictedby present day computers to optimizing 
only two or three variables, It is ndt restricted to linear or strictly concave 
objective funct.ions, Instead, it can handle any type of function, which if 
tabulated, does not even need to be known in functional form, In certain form~ 
the technique can cope with complex hydrologies which may show interdependencies 
both in space and time, In contrast to simulation and certain types of non-
linear programming, one is assured that tti(? optimum obtained by a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm is th~ global optimum for the problem in question, 
It should be noted that simulation and analytic approaches are not 
mutually exclusive, Dorfman (1965) for example; suggests that initial linear 
programming solutions, obtained for an approximate model of a system, are useful 
in defining regions within which a detailed simulation study may be made, 
1.5 THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
Given suitable simplifications and assumptions, most design problems can 
· be formulated for solution by an analytic technique, Hall and Buras (1961) show 
how a general design problem, which involves answering the three levels of 
questions outlined p!.'eviously, can be tackled by the dynamic programming 
approach, 
The particular set of inter-related questions examined were "What 
;.l" -
plausible sites for reservoirs shoul~ be developed and to what extent?" "How 
should the storage space in each reservoir be allocated with respect to purpose. 
(e,g, irrigation, flood control)?" "How should water stored for irrigation be 
allocated to possible geographic areas?" Questions similar to the last could be 
asked for power, flood control, etc. and these must be answered to p~ovide in-
for!Jlation for the second question, The first question needs answers to the 
second for all feasible reservoir sites, 
I 
This implies a vertical interdependence of levels of the problem and is 
described as a hierarchy of decisions, Once answers have been obtained at one 
level, the next higher level of decisions can be analysed, 
At the highest decision level, the questions of which reservoir sites 
were to be developed and the extent of development were considered, Sites were 
.numbered 1, 2, 3 ,,,, i, ••• Land the function u. (x.) denoted the net return l. l 
from the ith site as a function of its storage volume x., The problem was to 
l 
determine that set x. which maximized the sum of net returns from all possible 
l 
sites, subject to the restriction of an upper limit Q beyond which no water'was 
available for 9torage, even in the long run, 
Thus the maximum return for all sites,is 
L 






x. ~ 0 and ~ x. ~ Q 
l i=1 l 
-
Given deterministic inflows this problem can be tackled recursively by 
considering one, two, three.,, sites remaining to be developed, 





0 -( x1 ~ q1 for all q1 , 0 ~ q1 -<: Q, 
as the maximum net return when a volume q1 is available for allocation at the 
last site. 
/'. 
Hert q1 represents possible storage volumes, or levels of development at 
the last site, x1 the amount undertaken if this site was the last remaining to 
be developed, and u1 (x/ftthe net return from ~1.locating an volume x1 , f 1 (q1 ) 
is defined for all feasible values of q1, The value of x1 , which maximizes 
(1-2), say 11 , represents an optim~l allocation of the volume q1 at the last 
I 
site. 5\ may or may not equal qi. If it does not, a volume ( qi - ·x1) remains, 
which it is not economic towcl.llocate, 
Next, with two sites remaining for deveiopment, define the vector -
(1-3) 
subject to 
as the net return from optimally allocating a volume q2 over the last two sites. 
Here x2 .~s the level of use at site 2, leaving an amount q1 = q2 - x2 available 
at the last site, numbered 1, ~2 is the optimal level of use, which maximizes 
(1-3), Allocation for the last site is defined by (1-2). 
With Bellman's principle of optimality, (1-J) can be generalized for i 
site~ remaining, Thus, 
max (u. (x.) + fi 1 (q. - x.) ), l l - l l 
subject to 
0 ~ x. ~ q. for all q., 0 ~ q. ~ Q, 
l l l l 
is the net return from optimally allocating q. over i sites, 
l 
The process is shown graphically in Fig. 1.2. In this figure; 
u. (x.) is 
l l 
objective is to maximize 
the return from 
L 
~ u. (x.). 
i=1 l l 
allocating x. at site i, and the 
l 
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Sites represent stages, in this example there are L stages, 
q, is the state variable, defining the state of the system at the start 
l 
of the ith stage, 
At the final stage 1, the vector f 1 (q1 ) gives the maximum returns avail-
able by starting the L stage allocation process with a volume q1 , An optimal 
policy, or sequence of decisions can then be obtained. 
Starting at the 1th stage with q1 , the optimal decision ~L results in 
q1_1 (q1 - ~1 ) being available for the remaining (L-1) stages, By success-
ively applying the relationship qi-l P (qi - £i) and selecting the appropriate 
element from the x, 1 tables, a sequence of Q, values is obtained which defines l- l 
the optimal allocation policy, 
At the ith site, water will be allocated to M different uses so that the 
return from the storage of capacity x, is maximized, If v, (y,) is the net 
l J J 





max ( J: v , ( y , ) ) 
0'71 J J 
(1-5) 
This can be solved by considering the allocation of ~ater to successive-
ly 1, 2, 3 .•• M remaining uses, and setting up and recursively solving an 
equation similar to (1-4), A solution to (1-5) is required for every possible 
level of storage at every poss\ble site, 
Finally, the sub-uses of water are considered. If, for instance, the 
jth use is irrigation, and ,wk (zk) is the return from allocating a volume zk to 
the kth irrigation district, 
N 
V, (y •) 
J J 
max ( k~l wk (zk) ) (1-6) 
The solution to (1-6) can also be obtained by setting Up and solving 
another recursion equation. This solution is required for all uses and all 
storage volumes at all possible storage sites, 
The setting up of this very general framework and the tai::;k of formulating 
a particular design problem within it may be described as the conceptual problem, 
and the equations derived, such as (1-1) to (1-6), may be termed the conceptual 
equations. The task of recursively solving these equations for a particular 
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set of numerical values may be described as the computational problem. 
Most of the progress in applying dynamic programming in water resources 
planning has been at the conceptual level, Solutions to computational problems 
1have been limited by the capacity of present day (1970) computers to comparative-
ly simple examples 9 involving at the most either one storage and several uses of 
water, or one use and two or three storages. 
Further difficulties which hinder the direct application of the formula-
tion described to particular problems are: 
(1) The separability requirement that returns from each decision 
must be independent of other decisions. 
(2) The complication caused by the uncertainty which surrounds 
future inflows, 
Much attention has been given to preparing conceptual equations which 
cope with these difficulties for particular problems, 
An example of how the first can be handled is given by Hall (1964), The 
problem was that of optimizing the design of a multiple purpose reservoir which 
was to provide releases for several purposes such as irrigation and hydro-
electric power generation, as well as providing empty storage to reduce flood 
peaks, 
Non-consumptive uses of water 9 such as hydro-power generation, can.to 
some extent use the same water which may later be used in a consumptive use 
such ~s irrigation, This invalidates the separability requirement. 
A numerical example of optimizing the operation of a multiple purpose 
reservoir is given by Hall et al (1968), A solution to the operation of a 
pumped storage scheme ·is given by Hall and Roefs (1966). 
These studies were based on a critical period concept; the optimal 
operating policies were derived for historical sequences of runoff which were 
considered to be critical in the future operation of the system. In effect the 
policy derived indicated how the system should be operated given that a partic-
ular set of recorded flows would recur, 
The use of critical period hydrology is one method of coping with the 
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stochastic nature of the inflows and is of utility in the specification of firm 
levels of water supply and power vroduction, 
A major criticism is the implicit assumption that future inflow sequences 
during the real-time operation of the system will be represented by those which 
occurred historically, In fact~ critical period may not necessarily be 
representative of future inflow sequences, especially if the historic record is 
brief, and the data show wide variability, as may well be the case in arid areas. 
Two other approaches to handling the problem of uncertainty in hydrologic 
data are available, The first involves a direct stochastic dynamic programming 
solution, the second a simulation approach coupled with deterministic dynamic 
programming •. These two approaches will be examined separately, 
1.6 OPTIMAL POLICIES BY STOCHASTIC DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
In its simplest form, the functional equation of dynamic programming was 
given by (1-4). When applied to reservoir operation, assuming storage sizes and 
output levels are fixed, and.working backwards through time on an annual basis, 
it takes the following form: 
f {s) 
n 
max (R(d,s) + 1 1 + r fn_ 1 (s - d L(s,d) + q) ) , (-1-7) 
0 ~ d ~ min ( ( s + q - L ( s, d) ) , DM ) 
where r is the interest rate 
f (s) is the present value of returns from operating the storage 
n 
of n future years, starting with a storage levels, 
d is the release made during the nth year - the decision 
variable, 
R(d,s) is the return in period n from releasing a quantity d. 
q is the inflow during the nth year, 
L(s,d) represents storage losses by seepage and evaporation. 
fn_ 1 (s-d-L(s,d) + q) is the maximum present value from operating 
the system for (n-1) future years. 
SM is the capacity of the storage, 
DM is the maximum release. 
Lets• be the volume in storage at the end of the nth year, 
t6us s 9 = s - d - L (s,d) + q 
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sand s 1' are termed state variables, sis the initial state and s' the 
final state, The volume d released during the nth period is termed the 
decision variable. The nth period is referred to as the nth stage, Equation 
(1-7) can be rewritten as: 
f ( s) 
n max (R (d,s) + 1 ~ r fn_ 1 (s:•) ), (1-8) 
subject to the constraints of (1-7). The expression of the f~nal state as a 
function of the initial state and the·decision, that is 
s• = s• (s,d), 
is a fundamental requirement for the application of dynamic programming to any 
problem, 
The formulation (1-8) assumes that future inflows are known in advance, 
In fact, .future flows are not known with certainty. Unless flow data for some 
historic time such as a critical period are used, this formulation is. of no 
immediate use, 
Inflow is a stochastic variable which can be characterised by a, 
probability distribution. If the approximation of a discrete distribution is 
used and f (s) is redefined as the expected present value of returns from n 
n 
years operation and p. is defined as the probability that the flow will equal· 
J 
q., then equation (1-7) can be rewritten as: 
J 





max (R (d,s) + 1 ~ r j~i p :f 1 (s-d-L (s,d) + qJ.) ), (1-9) j n-
0 ~ d -< min((i:i + q. - L( s, d) ) , DM ) J 
0 i s < SM 
m 
~ p. = 1 
j=1 J 
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This type of formulation, but with th~ee state variables and three 
i 
decision variables, was used by Buras (1965) to find the optimum operating 
policy for the conjunctive use of a surface and a groundwater storage for irri-
gation, The state variables were the volume.in storage in the surface reservoir, 
the volume in transit to replenish the groundwater storage and the volume in the 
groundwater storage, The stochastic variable was the inflow ~o the surface 
storage. 
Decisions were required annually on the volume of water to release from 
the surface storage for irrigation and the volume for groundwater replen~shment, 
and the volume to pump from the groundwater storage for irrigation to ensure 
that the net present value of returns was maximizedq 
The algorithm was solved 6ii;0 an' annual basis, To enable this solution, 
/ 
coarse grids for the state and decision variabfes had to be used, because 
computer storage requirements increase in a geometrical manner with the number 
of state variables, Three state variables are often quoted as constituting a 
practical limit for direct dynamic programming solutions, 
When operation over monthly intervals is considered, successive inflows 
will not normally be· independent, but will display a persistence effect, measur-
able by the serial correlation coefficient, 
Thus, if p .. (q. / q.) is the conditional probability of a flow q1. in lJ l J 









p .. (q. / q.). 
lJ l ·· . J 
fn_ 1 (s-d-L(s,d) + qi) ) ), 
subject to 
0 ~ d ~ min ( ( s + qi - L ( s, d) ) , DM), 
0 ~ s ~ S .M 
m 
~ p . . = 1 , for all j , 1 i j ~ m 
i=1 lJ 
Little (1955) used this type of stochastic algorithm to determine the 
I 
optimal water storage policy for a hydro-electric power station, This solution 
i 
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worked on a two-weekly basis, assumed a known seasonal power demand pattern; 
and used as its objective the minimization of costs of alternative thermal 
generation, 
With an approximate method of handling the conditional inflow probabil-
ities, Schweig and Cole (1968) derived monthly operating rules for two inter-
connected water supply reservoirs using.,a stochastic algorithm, 
1,7 OPTIMAL POLICIES BY DETERMINISTIC DYNAMIC'PROGRAMMING 
'· 
Although a number of notable solutions has been obtained using stochastic 
algori tl-\msl, the method is very demanding in terms of computer time and capacity, 
especially if conditional probabilities and a reasonable number of possible 
values for the state and decision variables are used, 
An alternative, suggested by Hall and Howell (1963), is to return to the 
deterministic approach ( equation (1-7)), find opt;Unum patterns of releases for 
known sets of inflow data and combine these release patterns into a mean policy 
using a regression approach, For a system, this policy derived by use of the' 
deterministic algorithm should; within the limits of sampling e~rors, be similar 
to that obtained from a stochastic solution, 
Historic streamflow records are normally restricted in their length; few 
flow records of more than 50 years duration are available, Thus a mean policy 
derived from a deterministic solution using only a historic set of data may fail 
to take account of possible futur.e sequences of inflows not represented in the 
historic record. Neither are any sequences of data left with which the real.:.. 
time operation of the system using the mean policy may be tested against the 
absolute optimum policy obtained from a direct deterministic solution for a 
particular data set, 
To overcome the first problem, Hall and Howell suggested that simulated 
sets of flow data, which resemble the historic data in terms of certain 
statistical parameters, could be used as input to derive the mean policy, 
These simulated data sets can also be used to examine the closeness 
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between real-time operation with this mean policy and the absolute optimum 
obtained from a direct deterministic solution. 
The ste~s involved in this deterministic solution, which combines simula-
tion and mathematical programming in a regression environment to solve a complex 
stochastic optimization problem, are illustrated as a block diagram in Fig. 1,3, 
The number of repetitions of the simulation and optimization loop is not 
defined from within:the problem, but by the level of confidence desired in the 
solution, 
' 1,8 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION OF THIS APPROACH 
A preliminary study of this approach is given by Young (1966). The 
following are important points which arise from this investigation:: 
(1) Economic loss functions were used to v1;1,lue· different levels of 
release. A target release was specified and economic losses were incurred if 
releases deviated from this target, The objective was to minimize these losses, 
the converse to maximizing economic benefits, 
(2) Multiple regression was used to give best fit functions relating 
the optimum release d to the initial storage s and the inflow q during the it9 _-· 
period, Thus the mean policy was expressed in the best fit form, 
d f(s,q) (1-11) 
For economic losses as a quadratic function of d, linear policy functions 
were found to provide as good a fit as more complicated quadratic and cubic 
functions. 
(J) The mean policy was compared with the classic standard .release 
policy. This standard policy, illustrated in Fig~ 1.4, states that if possible 
the t~rget release should be made during the current period. By not allowing a 
small deficit in the current period to reduce to~ possible much larger deficit 
in the future, this policy does not permit any hedging on releases, Any over-
flow which occurs when the storage becJomes full is counted as part of the 
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For some piece-wise iinear loss functions, the standard policy was optimal, 
(4) The deterministic algorithm optimizes over a finite time horizon 
and water remaining in storage a:t the end of this period is of no value. As 
this end point is approached the optimizing problem progressively loses its 
steady state characteristics and gradually becomes a terminal state problem, 
Results were given defining the time over which this terminal effect is 
significant. 
( 5) The deterministic algorithm was shown to be more efficient in 
l ,\'; ' 
terms of computational requirements than the stochastic dynamic programming 
algorithm, The name "Monte Carlo Dynamic Programming" (MCDP) was coined for 
the deterministic algorithm, 
( 6) An· ability to us.e outside information to forecast inflows one 
period ahead was shown to be of economic merit, in certain oases, 
The following factors limit the 'applicability of the results of this 
study to practical storage operatiqn problems: 
(1) The best ~it pblicy function (1-11) used the current inflow q as 
an independent variable~ The use of this best fit policy in the· real time 
operation of a storage requires the inflow q during the ith period to be known 
before the release decision d can be made, In many cases, especially when the 
time intervals are less than one year, the decision d must be made before the 
volume of current inflow is known, 
(2) .All spills from the storage were presumed to be part of the 
release from which the economic loss was evaluated, If the objective in opera-
tion is to maintain a steady flow pattern downstream of the storage this is 
satisfactory, but in certain water uses, notably water supply, irrigation and 
hydro-power. generation, the volume of spillage does not directly affect the 
magnitude of benefits. 
(3) · The added complications resulting from within year seasonal 
variations both in inflows and targets were not touched on, 
(4) No definition of the required length of deterministic solution 
was given, 
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(5) No interest rate was included, Implicitly, the value of a lump 
sum of money received now or in the future did·not change, 
(6) No allowance was made for seepage and evaporation losses from the 
storage, 
(7) Inflows to the storage were assumed to be normally distributed, 
(8) It is not shown that the best fit policy functions gave good· 
estimates of the true' optima, 
The versatility of the dynamic programming approach is such that these 
features can be readily handled within the proposed solution algorithm, That 
this is so will be demonstrated in the following chapters, 
CHAPTER TWO 
STREAMFLOW ANALYSIS ANTI SYNTHESIS I, 
\ 
THE SINGLE STREAM MODEL 
2,1 INTRODUCTION 
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Streamflow is an example of a hydrologic process, Recorded data from 
most hydrologic processes give arrays of variables which tend to be non-random 
and non-stationary and which do not follow normal frequency distributions 
(Chow, 1964) , 
Thus those standard statistical techniques, which require a priori 
assumptions of randomness, stationarity and normality, must be used with care 
in the processing of hydrologic data, In addition, many hydrologic processes 
must be observed historically and cannot be measured in a controlled experimental 
environment, Thus observations available on a particular process may be few, 
limiting the extent of an analysis and the validity of conclusions which can be 
drawn from it, 
Streamflow observations are non-random because of persistence effects in 
runoff from successive time intervals, and non-stationary because the statistics 
.t . 
of flows in successive time intervals are not the same, but tend to follow 
seasonal patterns,. Typically, sets of recorded flows tend to follow non~normal 
probability, distributions, If one is concerned with monthly or annual flow 
volumes, the amount of data available is limited by the time during which 
recordings have been taken at the flow gauging station, 
The term "stochastic process" refers to a "time dependent probabilistic 
process", Streamflow may be described as a non-stationary stochastic process, 
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The analysis of data on the streamflow process, and the development of a 
statistical model to represent it is an exercise in time series analysis. 
All the theory of time series assumes stationary processes. The convers-
ion of a·non-stationary process into a stationary process requires the use of 
certain transformation functions. Often the conversion may be an iterative 
process, requiring the use of time series analysis to detect non-stationary 
effects and the use of· transformation functions to eliminate them. 
2.2 TIME SERIES 
"A time.series is a sequence of values arranged in order _of their occurr-
ence which can be characterized by statistical properties." (Chow, 1964). 
Time series are involved in many fields of study. The major concern of 
this study is with streamflow, an example in hydrology, Although most hydrologic 
time series represent continuous processes, observations are made at inteTvals 
of time and the resulting series are discrete. With streamflow, this time 
interval is often one day. 
In general; a time series comprises two parts, a stochastic component and 
a determini~tic component, 
2.2.1 Deterministic Component 
In general, the deterministic component is a result of trend and·cyclic 
effect,s, and these both tend to make a time series non-s_tationary. 
Trend may be considered as a smooth motion in a series over a long 
period of time, Trend analysis is subject to uncertainty, since it is always 
possible for an apparent trend to be part of a slow oscillation covering a 
period of time much longer than the record, Trend may be present in streamf1ow 
-records if development over a number of years has result~d in increasing con-
sumptive withdrawals of water from the stream or if the catchment conditions 
have changed progressively, Julian (1961) sho.wed that trend was present in the·· 
record for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Trend w,ill be assumed· absent from 
all the data used in this study, 
, I 
Cyclical effects must be distinguished from osc~llatory effects. In a 
cyclical component the max:i,ma and minima occur at equa'l intervals of time and 
with constant amplitude, but are distorted by the stochastic eo~ponent. In an 
oscillatory effect the intervals between maxima and min:Lma and their amplitudes. 
· are randQ"mly distributed, A cyclical time series is oscillatory, but an 
osctllatory effect is not necessarily cyclical. 
2.2.2 Stochastic ComEonent 
' • I . . 
The stochastic :c~_mponent remains as a time series after cycles and 
trends have been removed. In general the stochastic component contains ·both a 
residual time-dependent deterministic component and a pure random component. 
2,J TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 
Two different points of view may be taken in analysing time series; 
from a basic viewpoint one would attempt to identify trend and cyclic effects 
and to ·relate them to other phenomena, while from an applied point of view one 
would seek to define a model of the process in terms of certain statistical 
parameters, with the intent of using this model to represent the process in a 
wider study. This applied viewpoint is adopted here. Note that this viewpoint 
is very dependent on the results :obtained in previous basic studies, 
Methods for detecting the presence and nature of deterministic compon-
ents in iiine se.ries include moving averages, variance spectrum analysis and 
serial correlation analysis. Variance spectrum analysis and serial correlation 
analysis are to some extent complementary in detecting significant cyclical 
patterns. The latter technique is used in this study, 
2.J.1, Serial Correlation Analysis 
The serial correlation coefficient ie analogous to the product.moment 
correlation coefficient for two s~ts of data, If the variable xt, (1 ~ t ~N~), 
represents a time series of length N, the kth order serial correlation 








r(O) = 1, 
and -1 ii;;; r(k) ~ 1 for all integer k, k > 0, 
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i,;.f:.·· 
.~ This is not an exact :expression; rather it assumes a circular series 
in which x 1 follows xN , but the resulting error in r(k) is negligible for 
k << N. 
The behaviour of the serial correlation ask increases successively from 
unity reflects the nature of the series, Values of this function plotted from 
successive k values define a correlogram, a useful device in time series 
analysis. 
A correlogram enables cyclical components t9 be identified,~~ well as 
assisting in the division of the .stochastic component into non-random time 
dependent and pure random components. A line can be drawn through successive 
points on a correlogram to illustrate better the behaviour of r(k) with 
increasing k, This line serves no other purpose, since only the plotted r(k), 
corresponding to integral values of k, are of interest. 
I 
An estimate of the serial correlation coefficient is made from a sample 
of N observations of a theoretically infinite population, For this reason, 
r(k) is subject to sampling errors from the true population serial correlation 
coefficient p(k), To distinguish the sample estimate from the population 
value, p(~) is often referred to as the kth order auto-correlation coefficient 
(Matalas, 1967a), 
As sample estimates, the values of ~r(k) may be non-zero even when the 
population value p (k) is zero, A widely used approximate test for the sig-
nificance of non-zero values is given by Matalas (1967a). Confidence limits on 
r(i) are: 
C.L. (r(1)) + (-1 - ZQI 
1 
(N-2) 2 ) / (N-1) 
where zQI is a normal deviate corresponding to the desired 
level of confidence QI • 
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If r(1) is outside the confidence limits, the hypothesis that ,the auto-
correlation coefficient p(1) 0 is rejected, This test can be extended 
to test the significance of r(k) for k > 1 and k << N. 
Ask increases, sampling errors of p(k) increase; normally the maximum 
lag for calculating r(k) is in the range N/10 to N/4, 
On a correlogram cyclical components are evidenced by regular cyclic 
movements, In streamflow data, one might expect cyclical effects of an annual 
period, There is too the pos$ibility of periods greater than one year. A great 
deal of effort has been directed towards determining long term cycles in hydrol-
ogic time series, but few encouraging results have been obtained, Records of 
40 to,1 60 years length are too short to enable a clear distinction to be made 
between long term "hidden periodicities" and oscillatory patterns, 
Before further analysis can proceed, significant cycles detected on the 
correlogram must be removed from the series, A convenient way to obtain.a 
stationary time series from a monthly flo.w series which contains an annual 





for all t and j, 1 ~ t ~ 12 * N, 1 ~ j -~ 12, 
. 
where; yt is a stationary stochastic series with zero mean 
and unit variance, 
I 
N is the length of the record in years, 
t is the number of months from the start of the record. 
j is the position of the t th month in the 12 month annual 
cycle, 
qt is tb'e flow volume. for the t th month, 
Q. is the average flow for the jth month of the 12 month 
J 
annual cycle, 
S. is the standard deviation of all flows hi· the jth month. 
J 
This transform results in a new stationary stochastic Yt series, with 
zero mean and unit variance. An alternative harmonic analysis me~hod, useful 
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for obtaining stationary series for daily flo¥ data, is given by Quimpo (1967), 
The yt series may be +eferred to as a residual series. 
2.3.2 Autoregression Processes 
Once a stationary series has been obtained, several types of mathematical 
generating functions may be used to represent the series, Frequently used in 
hydrologic analyses are linear autoregression processes. A general linear 





where; y t represents a stationary stochastic series 
with zero mean and unit variance, 
2.3,3 
p is the order of the process 
~k are coefficients to be determined 
et is a pure random series, 
First Order Markov Series 




This is the simplest case of an autoregression series and is known as a 
first order Markov, or Markov lag-one series, In this series, 
p ( 1)' 
;· 
(2-6) 
where p(1) is the first order autocorrelation coefficient, Thus, 
p(1) + (2-7). 
The variance of the random series, et' is given by 
2 p(1) ), var (yt)' (2-8) 
since var (yt) 1, 
Persistence, the influence of past values of yt on the present value, is 
represented by the Yt-k term in (2-4), In a Markov lag-one process, the 
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history of.the process is summed up in yt_ 1 , as in (2-5), A hydrologic reason 
for persistence in time series of streamflows is the storage of water in the 
ea t.chment, either in lakes, or as groundwater or snow, 
:fi7 or a lag-one process, the lag-k autocorrelation coefficient p (k) 
Thus, the theoretical correlogram for a lag-one process assymtotically 
approaches zero as k increases, since p ( 1) < 1. 
2.J.4 Second Order Markov Series 
With p = 2, equation (2-4) becomes 
Of 1 Yt-1 + °' 2 y t-2 + et (2-9) 
This is a second order linear autoregression or Yule series, 01 1 and a,2 
can be obtained from the relationships, 
Q' 1 ~ e en (1 - P (2ll 
1 - p(1)2 
~p ( 2 2 -· p(1}2 ex 
2, 
1 - p ( 1 )2 
'I1he variance of ie: is given by, t 
var (yt) 
var ( et) 
(Kendall and Stuart, 1966). 








The lag k autocorrelation coefficient is given by, 




Q -1 Cl' 1 ~ cos 
2' ·(- O' 2) 
i t' 
2 
1 + ~ and tan cp - 2 tan G 
1 0( 




This correlogram is a harmonic function with frequency 9 damped by 
( ) k/2 a factor - ex 2 • 
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2,3,5 'Test of Fit of Autoregression Process 
In order to test whether an observed series yt can be repre9erited by an 
autpregression process, a new series Zt can be produced by 
z t (2-i3) 
where ak are estimates c;:,f the autoregression coefficients et k' This 
Zt series can be checked for serial independence by calculating its correlogram, 
Where serial independence is shown for this series, the yt series is accepted 
as corning from an autoregression process of order p, 
To verify the fit of the scheme, the calculated variance of Zt can be 
compared with its theoretical. value. For first order and second. order schemes, 
the theoretical variance is given by (2-8) and (2-11) respectively. 




a1 is an estimate of '11 1 , and r(1) an estimate of p(1)i t)1erefore, 
from ( 2--8) , a1 r(1). ·. 
'For a second order scheme, p = 2, and 
Again, using estima t,es of population variables in (2-10), 
and 
2,3,6 
tl1l. (1 ~ r(2)) 
1 - r( 1 )2 
r(2) - r{1 )2 
1 - r(1) 2 
The Log-Normal Distribution 
(2-15) 
(2-16) 
To completely specify the time series model of the streamflow, a · 
probability distribution must be assumed for the random series, A number of 
different distributions have been used to model streamflow data, In general, 
monthly and annual series tend to be positively skewed, and skewed probability 
distributions are required."' 
The log-normal probability distribution is widely used in hydrologic 
analyses, As its name suggests, this distribution takes the logarithms of a 
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series as being normally distributed, Thus, if this distribution is appropriate 
for a qt series, the loge qt'series would be expecte4 to be normally distributed. 
Given a qt series, 5 different methods are available for estimating the 
mean µ, and the standard deviation a of the loge qt series, (Aitchison and 
Brown, 19 57), Their criteria for choosing a method are -
(1) that it be unbiased (consistent), 
(2) that it minimize the variance of the estimates, and 
(3) that the calculations involved be reasonably compact, 
Two of the methods are described below. 
The maximum likelihood method is theoretically the best possible and 











where m and s are estimates of µ, and o. 
This method is unwieldy to use manually if n is large. 
The method of moments, or the moment transformation method, gives m and 
s directly from the mean Q and the standard deviation S of the qt series by the 
relationships -
( ~ ) 
2 
m log Q 1 log (1 + ) (2-17) 2 e e Q 
2 ( 1 + ( ~ 
2 
and s log )_ ) (2-18) e Q 
If these are solved form and s, the values obtained will in general be 
different to the maximum likelihood estimates, 
Although this method of moments is widely used in hydrology for estimat-
ing parameters for log-normal distributions, Aitchison and Brown do not 
advocate it, noting that "the method of moments has little to recommend it 
either theoretically or computationally ( especially when a is large)," Their 
preference is for maximum likelihood estimates, 
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2.3.7 Distribution of the Zt Series 
In this study of monthly and annual flows, interest is in approximating 
with theoretical distributions the probability distribution of the random Zt 
series. The parameters of the Zt series can be specified as functions of the 
~tandardized yt series. 
o, l;\ 0 also. If a first order Markov model has been 
assumed, var (zt) can be obtained from (2-8),thus, 
Again for a first order modelp yz, the skewness of Zt, is related to 
the skewness of yt by the expression, (Fiering, 1967) 
V • ( 1 -
y 
p (1)2)3/2 (2-19) 
If y t is normally distributed, y y 
also normally distributed. 
O; conseque~tly Vz O and Zt is 
If Yt is skew distributed, V f O , and Y r O. y z Because of the effect 
of serial correlation, y 'I Y , unless z y p(1) = o. 
Summing up, if the parameters of yt are known and a first order model is 
assumed, the expected parameters of Zt can be derived. In particular, if yt 
follows a normal distributionp Zt is aJ..130 expected to follow a normal 
distribution. 
2.3.8 Monthly Series 
Difficulties can arise in that skewness coefficients for different months 
and the covariance function for-successive pairs of monthly data may not have 
the same expected value for all months. This w,ould imply that the 9eries is 
non-stationary in terms of skewness and covariance respectively. 
2.3.9 Third Order Stationarity 
If the random series is normally distributed, it can be described as 
"\.~ 
striqtly stationary, since stationarity of all moments of order greater than 
two is implied by a normal distribut-ion. For a monthly series second order 




Use of the log-normal frequency distribution implicitly assumes third 
and higher order stationarity for the transformed. series. With a monthly series 
this is not strictly valid 9 but large sampling errors with higher order moments 
tend to mask possible patterns of month-to-month variation in the skewness co-
efficients and higher order parameters. 
2,J.10 Covariance Stationarity 
Use of the autoregression process presumed an autocorrelation structure 
which was the same between each pair of months. This results in a single lag-
one serial correlation coefficient r (1). 
r., j 
J 
An alternative definition implies 12 lag-one serial correlation values 
1, 2 •••• 12, wher r. is the correlation between flows of the jth and 
J 
(j-1)th months, (If j = 1, read (j - 1) = 12, since r 1 is correlation between 
flows in the 1st mpnth of each year and flows in the last month of the previous 
ye~r), The mean of the 12 r. = r (1), thus in a sense r (1) may be described 
J 
aa an average serial correlation coefficient, 
If the 12 r. are not significantly different to each other, or do not 
J 
show seasonal tendencies, the process may be described as covariance stationary, 
There are two reasons for believing that monthly flows may not be covariance 
stationary; 
(1) in rivers subject to seasonal runoff patterns, dry season flows, 
consisting largely of base flow, might be expected to show higher serial 
oorrelations than wet season flows, which are subject to perturbations from 
rainfall (Moreau, 1968), 
( 2) changes hi the time and duration of the spring thaw might account 
for weak correlations observed between flows in spring and early summer months, 
( Thomas and Fiering, 1962) ~, 
If the average value is quite large and month to month patterns are 
judged to be significant, then use of a covariance stationary model to repres-
ent the series would result in a distorted representation,/ 
Nevertheless, it will be demonstrated in this chapter that sampling 
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errors in the estimation of the covariance function are large and as with the 
skewness coefficient, tend to mask possible patterns of variation. For this 
reason, the use of one average serial correlation value in~tead of 12 monthly 
values may well be a satisfactory approximation. 
2,3,11 Review of Applications 
Ideally, a correlogram will by the nature of its shape indicate the type 
of generating process from which the series derive. In practice, there are 
some difficulties. Sampling fluctuations tend to obscure the behaviour of the 
correlogram ask increases. Undetected and ill defined cyclical components 
may add to the fluctuations. The series may actually be a linear combination 
of several different schemes. 
Despite these difficulties, lag-one autoregression processes,. have been 
·extensively used in hydrology to model annual and monthly flow series (Julian, 
1961; Yevdjevich, 1964; Roesner and Yevdjevich, 1966). 
Yevdjevich (1964) showed that the mean first order serial correlation 
coefficient for a worldwide set of 140 long term annual runoff records was 0,17 
with standard deviation 0,18, Values of r(1) ranged from -0,348 to 0,705, 
Large values of r( 1) suph as the o,·70 obtained for 97 years record for the St 
Lawrence River were as6fibed to storage effects of the catchment, in this case 
the Great Lakes, Negative values of r(1) significantly different to zero imply 
a tendency for high valu~s to follow low values, and low values to follow high 
values, Such a situation is difficult or impossible to justify hydrologically, 
Some persistence in runoff may be due to persistence in seasonal precipi-
tation volumes, but most rainfall records do not show significant persistence 
f 
(Roesner and Yevdjevich, 1966), In general, a stationary time series for 
seasonal rainfall volumes is a pure random series, Roesner and Yevdjevich (1966) 
found that linear lag-one Markov models fitted the majority of a large sample 
of monthly runoff records, 
Quimpo (1967) showed that a second order linear Markov model was 
required to represent a time series of daily streamflow volumes. 
, JS 
2,4 SYNTHETIC HYDROLOGY 
Given a time series model of the flow process, and an appropriate 
frequency distribution for the random component, the reverse of the analytic 
procedure can be used to prepare further "synthetic" time series, 
By sampling from the appropriate distribution a pure random series can 
be constructed, With an arbitrary y1 value, a yt series can be simulated using 
an autoregression process of the type (2-4). Finally the yt can be transformed 
by the inverse of (2~3) to form a "synthetic" flow sequence, 
In terms of the statistical parameters specified in the process, such a 
synthetic sequence should be indistinguishable from the 0riginal historic data 
series, The technique outlined here is known under a variety of headings but 
the term synthetic hygrology is in wide usage, 
As many synthetic sequences as required and of any length may thus be 
generated, Each of these sequences represents, in terms of the statistical 
parameters preserved, possible sequences of streamflow, Each is as likely to 
occur as any other, On this reasoning, a well balanced design of a water 
resource system will reflect the experience of many such sequences, 
2,4. 1 Bias 
The parameters Q., S., .r( 1) and the skewness C of the historic sequence 
J J s 
~re sample estimates of the population values. From a statistical point of 
view each is an unbiased and consistent estimate, These estimates are unlikely 
I 
to equal their respective population values; rather they will vary about the 
population values with a magnitude dependent on their respective errors of 
estimate, 
Synthetic sequences generated·Will not preserve the population values 
of the parameters, bu~ rather the historical sample estimates; thus the 
expected value of the synthetic parameters will not be the population values, 
but the sample estimates, With respect to the synthetic sequences, the historic 
estimates are biased, 
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Bias_. cannot be eliminated, because the true population values are un-
known. It can be minimized by using correct methods for estimating sample· 
parameters, and possibly by pooling regional information to estimate parameters 
at a particular station. 
In addition to the four classes of parameters described above, others 
could be used to characterize the historic sequence. These additional para-
meters would involve higher order moments and time lags, as well as increased 
errors of estimate. Bias increases with the error of estimate and the use of 
these extra ;parameters in a generating algorithm is probably of doubtful value. 
(Matalas, 1967a). 
2.4,2 .Literature Review 
Al though the name synthetic hydrology is new, the ·idea is not. Early 
efforts at streamflow synthesis were directed at annual flows. 
To produce an extended record fo~ a single stream, Hazen (1914) combined 
successively the flow records for 14 adjacent stations, scaling each record to 
give it the same mean flow as the station under consideration, The combined 
records from 14 streams gave a 300 year record, 
Sudler (1_927) took 50 cards and printed a representative annual flow on 
each, The deck was shuffled and dealt 20 times over. In this way a 1000 year 
synthetic record was obtained. 
Barnes (1954) randomly sampled from a normal distribution of appropriate 
mean and variance to generate a synthetic flow sequence, The random sampling 
was effected by selecting from the normal distribution 100 flow values, all of 
equal probability of occurrence, and assigning a -code .number to each. As code 
numbers appeared on a random number table, appropriate flows were recorded, 
In this way a 1000 year sequence was obtained. 
These techniques were for generating annual data for stations where 
records did not contain significant persistence effects, Such is the case in 
many·smaller rivers. 
When attention is shi~ted to monthly data, persi~tence is nearly always 
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present and cannot be disregarded. A gmerating model to cope with this can 
be derived in the following way, 
Combining equations (2-3) and (2-14) to eliminate yt and y :t-1, 
z· 
t 
qt - Q. 
J r(1) (2-'20) 
Defining tt as a pure -random series with zero mean and unit'variance, 
and the same distribution as Zt, 
z t 
2 
(1 - r (1) ) \• 
since var (zt) = 1 - r(1) 2, 
Rearrariging (2-"20) 
If allow~nce is made for seasonal variations.· in' the serial correlation, 
S 1 . 2 2 
4t - Q. = ~SJ .r.(qt 1 - Q. 1) + tt.s .• (1-r.) , 
J j-1 J - J- J J 
where r. is the serial correlation between flows in the jth and (j-1)th 
J 
months of the 12 months annual cycle. (If j = 1, read j-1 = 12,) 
Equation (2-22) was described by Thomas anci Fiering (1962), and has 
become known as the Thomas-Fie;r:-ing equation, It appears to represent the first 
application of linear autoregression type models to monthly flow data, 
To generate a sequence of synthetic flows, a value q is assumed to start 
; 0 
the process. A random number t 1 is selected and a value for q1 in the first 
month is calculated from (2-21) or (2-22), A second random number is then used 
with q1 to generate a flow for the second month, and so on, 011ce started, the 
generating procedure can be used to produce a synthetic record as long as 
required, 
If in (2-21), the subscript j takes the value 1 only, the equation 
-
becomes a one season annual flow model of the type used by Brit tan ( 1961), 
A number of additions to the basic model have appeared, Hufschmidt and 
Fiering (1966)s.howed' that(2-22) can be ~Bplied when monthly flows are neither 
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normally nor log-normally distributed, Where monthly flows follow a gamma 
distribution, the generating equation will give correctly skewed flows if the 
standardized random deviates tt have a skewness dependent upon, but not equal 
to, the skewness of observed monthly values, This relationship is given by 
(2-19), A transform suitable for changing normally distributed standard 
deviates to standard deviates with the appropriate-skewness is available 
(Fiering, 1967). 
Harms and Campbell (1967) introduced an a,ddition to the model·whicn 
preserved the observed serial correlation between annual flows, as well as the 
relationship between monthly flows. 
Matalas (1967b) compared the use of log-normal a,nd gamma distributions. 
Though the error involved is small, maintaining the s~rial correlation between 
the logarithms of flows does not guarantee the maintenance of serial correla-
tions in non-transformed values. This paper gave an exact solution which 
involved modifying the serial correlation between the natural va_lues. 
Young and Pisano (1968) illustrated the use of what they called a minimum 
skewness transform. After obtaining second order stationarity for monthly data, 
they calculated the sum of skewness coefficients for 12 monthly sets of the 
stationary yt series. They repeated the procedure; 
(a) for logarithms of monthly flows a~d 
(b) for square roots of monthly flows. 
The logarithmic transform most often gave minimum total skewness. 
A multilag model was described by Fiering (1967). Expressions were 
developed relating serial correlation coefficients in runoff to auto-correla-
tion coefficients for a Markov rainfall process. Persistence in runoff was 
postulated to be due to persistence in precipitation and to carryover effects 
of groundwater storage, 
Recent studies have questioned the use of linear autoregression type 
, 
models, because they db not always model well the observed extremes of flopd 
·and periods of drought. Fieri~~ (1967) suggested the use pf multi-lag models, 
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while Mandlebrot and Wallis (1968) introdl.J.ced a new class of "self similar" 
models which use fractional Gaµssian noise time series •. These MW (Mandlebrot 
and Wallis) models, aimed at specifically modelling low frequency characteristics 
.: 
of time series, should reproduce critical periods of runoff better than linear 
autoregression models. 
It may be that only a very small improvement is to·be·gained by using 
the computa"Giona,.lly demand:i,.ng ,MW.models in pre-ference to·autoregression models 
to simulate data for design purposes. On the other hand, a design based on 
synthetic data l>{hich does not contain critical periods as severe as those in 
the historic data might well give a less copservative design than that obtained 
using the historic· data. This can also be interpreted 8:-.~ an inaciequacy of the 
g~nerating technique. 
To some extent, linear·autoregres~ion models may be improved by using a 
log-normal distribution for the flow data. A log-n6rlll8.l distribution emphasizes . . 
low flo~ Vblume~ compared to high volumes and at 1,~~s,t in some casea a log-normal 
autoregression model should generate critical periods closer to the historic 
than those generated by normal autoregression models. 
For a sample of 30 different monthly flow records, Askew et al (1970) 
observed that a log-normal lag-one autoregression. (Markov) model or a lag-one 
model with logarithms following a Pearson distribution reproduced critical 
periods of runoff better than other lag-zero and 1;ag-tw~ normal and log-normal 
autoregression models. On this basis it was concluded that· lag-one log or log-
Pearson autoregres_sio.n models were superior to other autoregression models at 
generating oritioal-periods similar to those observed hi~torically~ 
However, ·this was hardly a complete analysis, 
., 
I 
It is likely that co-
variance non-stationary mo,dels ?ould generate critical periods much close,r to 
I 
th~ historic critical periods than could the covariance stationary models used 
in this study, but no menti'on was made of covariance non-stationary models, 
I 
It was shown that at least in some cases, MW models·~ave better critical 




ANNUAL FLOW STATISTICS FOR SEVEN NEW ZEALAND STATIONS 
Station Ref. Length 
Annual Flow Statistics 
No. Record Mean Std dev. Skel-fness Lag-'one 
(yrs) CSD x 1000 CSD x 1000 coef, serial 
carrel. 
L, Tekapo inflows 1 40 1078 176 0,28 0.06 
L, Pukaki inflows 2 32 1661 270 0,45 -0.07 
L, Ohau outflows '.3 39 981 195 0,91 * 0,04 
Ahuriri R, at Benmore 4 1S .. - 394 74 1.41 * 0.21 
L. Rotoiti outflows 5 59 280 46 0,55 o.42 * 
L, Manapouri outflows 6 )5 5044 689 0,75 -0 •. 10 
L, Te Anau outflows 7 35 3576 5)0 0,82 * /- -0.04 
* Significant at 95% level 
2,5 DATA ANALYSIS 
The monthly flow series for seven flow recording stations in New Zealand 
have been analysed. All but one of these are in fact inflows or outflows from 
~ 
lakes which have been considered for hydro-electric power generation, 
The stations are listed in Table 2,1 where they are assigned reference 
numbers, . Subsequent reference to these stations will use these numbers, 
Table 2,1 includes the annual flow statistics for the flow series belong-
ing to these stations, For station 5 only, the serial correlation is signifi-
cant, whilst skewness is significant for J, 4 and 7. 
Average monthly hydrographs are shown in Figure 2,1, An indication of 
the variability of the data is gi vi3lh gy· pJ:otti_t)g; QJ !~Si I If flows ;i.n •a,; particular 
month were normally distributed, about 2/J of the flow observations for this 
month would be expected to be within this range, 
In the references to months in this thesis, month 1 represents January, 
month 2 represents February etc. Note th~t the Southern Hemisphere winter 
FIG. 2.1 AVERAGE MONTHLY HYDROGRAPHS 
!ONE STANDARD DEVIATION 
Cin CSD x1000) 
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occurs over months 6, 7 and 8 while summer is over months 12, 1 and 2, 
The first three records illustrated in Figure 2,1 are all from stations 
in the Waitaki River Basin in the South Island, Summer flows, which are high 
and variable in comparison to winter flows, originate in part from snow and 
ice melt, 
Plots of month to month serial correlations are given in Figure 2,2, 
For stations 1, 2, 3 and 4, these r. values show wide variability, Lower than 
J 
average values are frequent for months 1, 4, 6, 7 and 10, while higher than 
average values are frequent for months 3 and 9, About all that can be inferred 
from this is that there tends to be a band of lower than average values for , 
months 4 to 7, in the autumn and early winter, 
For stations 1, 2 and 3, the average values, equivalent to the respect-
ive rl(1) values, are rather low, The average for stat;i.on 4 is,great~:r, but 
individual values show wide variability, These values are estimated from only 
15 pairs of flows, and sampling errors must account for a substantial amount of 
this variability, 
Values for station 5 are high and remarkably consistent, 
On the basis of Figure 2,2, covariance stationarity will be assumed for 
time series models of flows for stations 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, 
For stations 6 and .7, low r. values occur for months 7 and ;g, and the 
J 
highest values are clustered at months 3, 4 and 5, The series for these two 
stations do not appear to be covariance stationary; if a lag-one model is 
appropriate for representing these series, (2~22)' is to be preferred to (2-21), 
Monthly coefficients of skewness Csj are plotte<;l1 in Figure 2,3, These 
do not appear to show any particular seasonal pattern; for the~e qata the 
assumption of a third order stationary model appears reasonable, Aqoording to 
a significance test described by Matalas and Benson (1968), a large number of 
these coefficients are significantly different to zero at t9e 95% confidence 
level, 
Skewness coefficients for log series are a~so plotted in Figure 2,3, 
By the same confidence test, very few of these are significant, Thus a log-
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normal distribution is taken as approximating the distributions of these 
series, and third order stationarity is imposed, 
Further analysis of the data is carried out with loge qt series. 
2,5.1 Serial Correlation Analysis 
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Correlograms calculated for loge qt series are shown in the top graphs 
of Figures 2,4 - 2,10, 
Annual 12 month cycles are very evident for stations 1, 2, 3 ahd 5, 
Combinations of annual and 6 month ~ycles show for series 4, 6 and 7, 
Stationary Yt series were obtained by transforming loge qt series with 
the transform (2-J), Correlograms for these Yt series are the second graphs 
in Figures 2,4 - 2,10, 
The confidence limits given by (2-2) show the first few r(k) values to 
be different to zero at the 95% confidence level, For larger k values, 
apparently random variations appear, 
Under the assumption of a first order proc~ss, Zt series are obtained 
using (2-14). Correlograms for these are shown in the third graphs of Figures 
2,4 - 2.10. 
Very few r(k) values for these correlograms are significant, and these 
Zt seties might be described as pure random, However, among the r(k) values 
which do exceed the 95% confidence limit is r(2) for stations 5, 6 and 7, This 
would suggest that a l~g-two model might better fit the Yt series for these 
stations, 
Correlograms for lag-two schemes applied to the Yt series for stations 
5, 6 and 7 are the final graphs of Figures 2,8 - 2,10, In .these none of the 
r(1), r(2) or r(J) values are significant, 
As a check on the fit of lag-one and lag-two linear autoregression 
schemes, theoretical variances of Zt are obtained for the two schemes from 
(q;..8) and (2-11) respectively, These are tabulated with the appropriate cal-
culated variance of Zt in Tables 2,2 and 2,3, for both lag-one and lag-two 
schemes, there is very close agreement between theoretical and calculated 
variances, 
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VARIANCE OF Zt ASSUMING 1ST ORDER AUTOREG~ESSION SC~~ 
Station a,1 
Variance of zt series = r 1 
Theoretical , Computed 
: 
' 
1 oi.379 0,8.56 0,8.56 
., 
2 0.291 0,91.5 0,914 
3 o.43.5 0,811 0,811 
4 p,4.51 0.797 0.80.5 
o.834 0.304 ' 0.304 5 I
6 0 .• 587 0,6.55 0,6.5.5 
' 




'VARIANCE OF Zt ASSUMING 2ND ORDER' AUTOREGRESSION SCHEME 
; 
Station Correlati9n Autoregression Var.iance of zt series 
coefs, coefs, ' 
r(1) r(2) a_1 a2 Theoretical Computed 
I 
.5 .834 . .670 .906 -0.086 .302 ,J02 
.. 
9 ~-·t5B7 .2.51· . 
I • 
,671 -0. 143 ,642 .640 
7 • .566 .·241 ,633 ~0.118 ,670 .670 
It is concluded that lag-one schemes reasonably well.represent monthly 
flo~s for all these series, 
Covariance stationary models are sati~factory fo~ series from stations 
• 
1 to .5, while covariance non-stationary ma.dels' give a better "representation for 
stations 6 and 7, Also, lag-t;i,o models might give a marginal i111Pt'ovement for 
~tations .5, 6 and 7, 
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Models (2-21) and (2-22) will be used to represent monthly flow series 
for the seven stations in terms of the means, standard deviations, the skew-
ness, and the serial correlation ~tructure, 
2,5,2 Parameter Estimation 
Very often water resource designs must proceed without reQords of 
reasonable length, In New Zealand, records of more than 10 years..- length tend 
to be the exception, rather than the ;r-ule, 
,1 
When developments are proposed for a site with only a b:Hef record 
available, the question of er:rors in the estimate of flow parameters arises. 
In such cases, it is legitimate to ask whether it is worthwhile fitting an 
autor~gression model to the series, or whether the errors in estimate of the 
parameters are so large as to make the model meaningless, 
It may be possible to use rainfall records with a digital rainfall run-
off model to estimate additional flows, Alternatively a regres~ion analysis 
may enable adjacent records and other information to be used to estimate 
I. 
either additional flow data or the important flow parameters for the statfon. 
. • I 
These interesting possibilities ·are not invest:i;gated here, rather the magnitude 
of errors of estimate which can occur in sample estimates of parailieters are 
examined empirically, 
To find the sizes of errprs which can result when monthly parameters 
are estimated from streamflow series of short length, 6 flow records were 
studied, 
With a record of say 40 years length, 5 different samples, each of 8 
years length can be formed. The first sample starts with year 1 and ends with 
year 8, the second year 9 to 16 etc,, with the last sample from.year 33 to 40. 
For each of these samples, monthly parameters Q.., S., C . , r., are estimated 
J . J SJ J 
and compared with the same parameters for the whole series. 
If the parameters from the whole 40 year series are taken as population 




_ :_(est~mated parameter - populatiop parameter) x iOO% 
population parameter 
Q., s., C sj and r., 5 values for ~ are obtained, one for J J J 
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each short sample, The aver9-ge and the maximum of these 5 values are noted, 
These are averaged over all 12 months, giving an average of average monthly 
errors, and an average of maximum monthly errors, 
In addition, if the short 8 year sample is standardized, a statipnary 
series of 96 values is obtained. The skewness coefficient C and th~ lag-
s 
one serial correlation r(1} for this series are evaluated, From the f'ive 
samples, the average and the rnaxinrtmJ,.,,~ors for these pa~-m·eters are' obtained. 
This scheme was applied to the series available, The 40 year record 
for station 1 gave five independent samples, each 8 years long. In this 
study, the records for stations 2, 3, 6 and 7 were:between 32 and 39 years 
long, and only four samples were used fro~ each of these; seven samples 
were drawn from the record for station 5, Data from station 4 is too short 
to include here, 
Average errors of estimate for these :six reco'.l'.'ds are given'inlTabl~,,2.4. 
Maximum errors are in Table 2,5, 
Table 2,4,shows that errors of aroundiO% are to be.,< expected when 
average monthly flows Q. are estimated from 8 years of data. Bimilarly, errors 
J 
of around 25% are to be expected in estimates of S., while errors of more than 
J 
100% are frequent in estimates of C .• 
SJ 
For stations 1, 2 and 3, r. values are widely variable, For 5, 6 and 
J 
7, the expected error is much less. 
is substantially less, 
The variability of C and r(1) estimates 
s 
. ·In general errors tend to increase with the order of the parameter, 




and r. are quite erratic for a record of eight years length. 
J;, t . 
(1979) Pave similar error analyses for the annual means, 
variances and 1st qrder serial correl~tions for 10 year samples taken from 
three long flow ~ecords, Results similar to those given here were obtained. 
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TABLE 2.4 
AVERAGE'ABS[)LUTE ERRORS IN PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
River Average absolute error (%) 
Length No! Average of 12 monthly values Standardized 
•-
Samples - - Series Record -Q .. ,S, . ' C 
rsj 
r. ,J u J J C r(1) s 
1 40 5 9 21 150 126 39 20 
2 32 4 8 23 171 142 47 33 
3 39 4 1J 33 735 378 60 5 
5 59 7 6 24 102 14 56 6 
6 35 4 7 21 116 37 47 16 
' 
7 35 
\, 4 7 19 107 42 44 17 
-
TABLE 2, 5 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE ERRORS IN PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
River Maximum absolute errors (%) 
Length No, Average of 12 monthl -values Standardized 
Record Samples - S'.eries Q. s. " C • r. 
J J SJ J C r( 1) s 
1 40 5 18 JS 305 212 63 52 - -
2 32 [i, 15 40 362 232 90 76 
3 39 4 22 51 1868 638 76 13 
' 5 59 7 1.5 50 222 36 118 11 
6 35 4 12 35 191 73 78 31 
7 35 4 13 33 169 84 84 37 
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Note that these error estimates are all biased downwards. This is 
because the population estimates of the flow parameters have been obtained 
from flow records of finite length, and it was from the?e records that each 
of the independent short records were drawn. 
Nevertheless, there is relevance to synthetic hydrology in these 
results, Especially if the record is short 1 there is little point in estab-
lishing a flow generating model to preserve parameters which might easily be 
in error by an order of magnitude. In particular, the skewness coefficient 
estimates are widely variable. This has several consequences: 
(1) It becomes impossible to detect monthly patterns in C .. , 
SJ 
thereby dictating the use of a third order stationary model, 
(2) Consideration of higher than third order moments, which are 
subject to evan larger errors of estimate, is impractical, 
(3) It becomes difficult to differentiate between alternattve non-
normal distributions for representing the random series, 
Ideally, a design study will incorporate a sensitivity analysis which 
evaluates the result of errors in these parameter estimates, 
2,6 RESULTS FROM DATA GENERATING MODEL 
Model (2-21) was used to generate synthetic data for the seven stations. 
(For the purposes of this study, the series for stations 6 and 7 were assumed 
to be covariance stationary.) 
Normal random deviates were obtained by using the IBM 1130 computing 
system subroutines GAUSS and RANDU. 
To check the computational integrity of the model, Q. and S. were 
J J 
evaluated for each of 5 - 40 year synthetic sequences. Results for stations 
1, 4 and 7 are listed in Tables 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 with the corresponding 
historic values. Historic and synthe~ic estimates of C~ and r(1) are given in 
"' 
Table 2,9, Annual flow statistics are in Table 2.10, 
TABLE 2.6 
HISTORIC AND SYNTHETIC PARAMETERS FOR STATION i (CSD x 1000) 
MONTH MEANS 
HISTORIC S"YNTHETIC HISTORIC 
1 2 '< 4 5 1 2 _I 
1 142.4 148,5 136.3 142,3 14L7 138,7 46.6 54,4 40.J 
2 126.-7 12807 128,8 120,8 129,4 127.J 46.9 43,8 51.4 
3 10L5 100,7 97.9 . 99,9 102,2 104,3 26.6 29,0 22,J 
4 89.2 . 85, 3 88.0 96.4- 82,8 85. 1 45 .. 6 35,7-- 54.5 
5 75,8 74a9 80.J ?LO 74.8 66,9-- JOaO 32,4 29.7 
6 50,2 50.4 52.3 48,8 49.4 49.6 14.o 13.6 16.9 
7 46,7 41-},7 45,2 44,7 48,9 46,5 13,3 12,8 13,4 
8 45,5 4J,8 42,2 45,9 47.3 46,1 1L9 15.1 11.9 
9 46,J 4J.O 45,5 48,5 49.7 51.2 16,7 1J,8 16,7 
10 89.'.3 94.8 84,0 85,9 95,1 84,6 37,3 39,5 31.8 
11 106,1 108,1 105.2 114,1 107,8 101.9 35,3 33,5 33,0 










14, 1 13,5 























HISTORIC AND SYNTHETIC PARAMETER$ FOR STATION 4 (CSD x 1000) 
MONTH - MEANS 
HISTORIC SYNTHETIC HISTORIC 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 
I 
1 33,2 34.o 30,3 28,5-- 34,0 31.4 20.5 18,3 13,7--
2 28,J 26.8 26,2 26,0 29.J 27.8 20,0 18.1 11.5--
" -24, 7 25, 1 26,J 2J.8 25.2 25,1 10.6 13.8++ 11,6 :J 
4 2J,6 25,7 21,9 22,7 2L2 24.6 10.3 9,9 7,6--
5 J4,4 30,5 34,0 31.7 36,2 37,0 16.4 13,9 18.8 
6 m.o 26,7 27,7 28,4 28.2 27,5 7,3 7,7 7,4 
7 26,1 25.2 28.4 25,7 27,5 27,4 8.2 7,6 9,7 
-' 
8 ·26,1 26,7 28.2 27,2 29,7 26.6 9,2 8,4 10,2 
9 30,8 32,6 34,4 32,7 31 ,3 - 31.6 11.3 11.3 14,5 
10 41,4 42,3 39,8 41.2 42.7 40.0 11,2 12.3 10,3 
11 42,9 46.5 42,2 40.7 41.0 42,0 16,3 16,5 13,9 
































HISTORIC AND SYNTHETIC PARAMETERS FOR STATION 7 (CSD x 1000) 
MONTH MEANS 
HISTORICl SY1~THETIC HISTORIC 
1 2 3 4 5 1 " c., 
1 318,4 319,3 321.5 308,5 320,2 295.2 89.6 98,0 92,4 
2 284,5 287,7 289,5 271. 7 ' 283 0 5 278,0 109,9 113,0 120,5 
3 289,3 282,3 271,5 270,8 300.1 284, 1 108,2 96,8 104,7 
4 280,6 278,2 249,3 276,9 297,7 285,2 103,6 129,5 100,8 
5 311, O 306,3 294,5 328,J 333.1 330,9 119,9 10801 131,6 
6 256,? 270,2 245.8 26LO 259.2 254,4 77.7 85.9 66,7 
7 252,9 256,0 254.7 274,6 250.0 246.6 66.o 69.6 60,9 
8 ' 232. 5 242.7 247,7 236,0 223.9 224,2 61.5 70.9 67,7 
9 243,8 251.4 241.8 241.9 239.2 _239. 4 66,9 75,6 61. 7 
; 
- 10 347.4 357,7 348.3 330.2 356,3 346.6 107 .4 -· 110.3 115,7 
11 339,1 332J-, 8 328.4 327,0 356,7 330.8 99.2 108.8 78.8--
12 350.4 338,4 345.4 356,5 3:52.2 335.2 106.6 76.3-- 116.0 
STD.DEVS 
SYNTHETIC 
3 4 5 
85,0 112,0 86.7 
113.9 122, Q_ 124.1 
102,3 112.2 106.0 
81,4-- 121, 1 105.2 
117, 1 149.1 128,8 
72,5 85,.9 66.8 · 
70.5 59,3 83,5 
64.4 54,5 59,8--
61.2 60,1 62.0 
100.4 81.2-- 106.2 
97.0 80,5-- 94.2 




Station --- ,. 





SKEWNESS AND SERIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR HISTORIC AND 
SYNTHETIC SERIES 9 STATIONS 1~ 4 AND 7 
Skewness Coefficient Cs Serial ·correlation Coeffic-ient r(1) 
Svnthetic series -~- ... Synthetic series Hlstoric 
1 2 3 4 5 Series 1 - 2 3 4 5 
.72 • 76 .62 • 71 • 78 ,34 ,37 .40 ,37 ,39 ,38 
-
1.12 ,74 ,86 ,87 ,86 • 52 ,44 .45 .43 .4J ,46 



















ANNUAL FLQ-W STATISTICS FOR HISTORIC AND SYNTHETIC -SERIES~. STATIONS 
i,4AND7. 
-
Mean annual flows C.S,D,, x 1000 · Annual Standard Deviations C, S, D, x 1000 
Svnthetic series Historic Svrithetic series -· . 
1 2 3 4 5 Series 
-
::_ i 2 3 4 5 
-
1073 1054 1o62 1067 1036 173 160 155 112 170 153 
39.5 386 373 392 390 73 67 62 62 72 64 -
35'-3-6 3:50:0 . - J48.6 - 3-5&.3- - Jt;r59 • j20. - ,, .. - - 6at. 591.1, _588 620 589 
-
Skewness.coefficient of annual flows Serial correlation coef, of-annual flows 
Historic Synthetic series Historic Svnthetic series 
Series 1 2 3 4 5 
Sexies -1 2 3 4- ·5 -
.27 .34 .94 1.06 • 54 .69 .06 -',05 -.04 • 03 -.02 -.04 
1.43 ,98 .94 _,37 .92 1.52 .21 ,26 ,14 .13 .19 ,22 . 




Standard errors of estimate for each sy,nthetic Q. and S. are calculated 
J . J 
as Sj and Sj •respectiveJ;y:.- · "Appro;Kimate 95% confidence limits of + twice the 
✓ 4o ✓ 80 
standard error were established, If synthetic Q. and S. are not significantly 
J. J 
different from their ·historic counterparts, the historic values sh·ould,lie 
within this band at least 95% of the time, 
In Tables 3.6, 2,7,-a.pd 2,8, those f;iynthetic values which are signifi-
• fi'. 
cantly greater than the. historic values are marked++, while those signifi-
cantly less are marked _..:, . In all, only 84% of the synthetic standard 
deviations are within the range of~ 2 standard errors, This is less than 
expected if the differences between historic a.nd synthetic values arise by 
chance, 
Three possible causes for this lack of resemblance between histo:tic ,and 
synthetic values are,: 
(1) The method of fitting the log-normal·distribution, 
(2) The deviates from the random number generator not having zero 
mean and unit variance, 
(J) Estimates of means and'standard deviations of variables follow-
ing log-normal distributions are only approximately normally distributed, 
: 
To check the first, synthetic data was generated with the log-normal 
distribution ·.fitted by the method of moments and using the same sequence of 
random numbers. This resulted in 87% of the standard deviations ly~ng within 
the 95% range, Thus, despite the theoretical advantages of the maximum likeli-
hood estimates, the method of moments is preterred here, although the differ-
ence is not large, 
The second cause ~as checked by generating again the sequences of 
random numbers used to obtain the synthetic data, After setting them into 
the monthly groups as used by the flm{ genera t~ng process, these numbers were 
analysed· to check for conformity to the requir~ments of zero mean and unit 
variance, This analysis proved the random number generator; the generated 
numbers could not be distinguished from random deviates having zero mean and 
unit variance, 
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The third point is taken up in Section J.4.4 of Chapter J. 
With the confidence test used here and a log-normal'distribution fitted 
by the method of moments, reasonable but not entirely satisfactory agreement 
betf-rnen. hist,oric and synth~tic parameters has be~n acQieved. The t.est 
described is rigorous; 'it can be used to show tpat'other synthesized results, 
for instance those reported by Thomas and Fiering (1962), are too variable. 
An alternative less rigorous way to show correspondence between historic 
and ~ynthetic sequences is illustrated by Harms and Campbell (1967). Synthetic 
Q. and S. values were estimated for 25 different sequencesq For each monthly 
J : J 
class, the means xQ and x1S and the standard deviations oQ and a 5 were 
obtained. The ranges xQ :: 2 a Q ~nd x,S ~ 2 a :S were plotted for compar.ison 
with the historic (population) values. In this way, ~greem~nt between historic 
and synthetic sequences was illustrated. 
Similar results for stations 1, 4 and 7, but with estimates from 5, 
instead of 25 sequences, are illustrated in Figures 2.11 to 2,13, These 
indicate good agreement between historic Q. and S. and synthetic values 
J J 
obtained from 5-40 y~ar samples, 
On the basis of these results, and those of Tables 2.9 and 2.10, the 
computational integrity of the model is demonstrated. 
2.7 SUMMARY 
Time series models for representing monthly streamflow series have 
been described. Flow series from seven stations were analysed and in every 
case good representation of the flow logarithms was achieved by a Markov lag-
one model, This linear autoregression model represents the series in terms 
of the monthly means, variances, serial correlation and skewness, 
The model can be used to generate synthetic sets of data which resemble 
the historic data in terms of the monthly flow parameters. It is observed 
that annual flow statistics are preserved by this procedure. 
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Thus the generated data can be described as synthetic flows, These 
synthetic flow series, which represent possible combinations of future flows 
at .a gauging station, are useful in water resource system design studies, 
CHAPI'ER THREE 
STREAMFLOW ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS II, 
THE MULTI STATION MODEL 
J.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Many design studies are concerned with systems which encompass one or 
more river basins. 
localities. 
(; 
In such systems, inflows can occur at several different 
"· 
A flow generating model for this situation must generate dat~ series 
for several flow stations. The single station flow models described in 
Chapter 2 are inadequate for this; they do not take account of the inter-
dependencies o~ flows which can exist within a region. 
This chapter describes a multistream generating model which preserves 
the parameters of flows at several different stations, the persistence 
relationship of flows through time, and the interstation relationships. The 
model is quite general. Provided a covariance stationary lag-one Markov. 
process is appropriate for the flow series for different stationsp and the 
stationary series for each station are either normally or log-normally dis-
tributed, the model can be used to generate weekly, monthly or annual inter-
related flow series for any computationally reasonable number .of stations. 
To illustrate the method, data seriefi.for stations 1, 2, 3 and 4 will 
be used. These stations are all within the Waitaki River basin, In Chapter 
5 a study to find optimum operating rules for the nydro-electric power system 
within this basin is described. This study will use the multistream model to 
simulate sequendes of inflows into the system,· 
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3,2 INTERSTATION CORRELATIONS 
The interdependencies between flow series from different stations are 
measured by the lag-zero cross correlation coefficients, between stationary 
series. These coefficients have been estimated between the monthly Yt series 
for stations 1, 2, 3 and 4, As indicated in Table 2,1, the Yt series are 
not all of the same length, and the estimates are based on the parts of the 
different yt series which occur together, These estimates in matrix form, 




M = 0,75 0.79 1,00 
0 
0,71 0,67 0,80 1.00 
Here, the i, 'th element of M is the best estimate of the lag-zero J ' 0 
cross correlation between series for stations'i and j, Because M is symmetric, 
0 
the upper elements are not shown, 
correlation matri,x," 
M may be described as the "lag-zero cross 
0 
The time dependent features of the series have already been examined 
in Chapter 2, For the Waitaki basin, the interstation dependencies appear to 
be much more important than the time dependencies, 
3,3 LI1ERATURE REVIEW 
Several generating sqhfmes are available which model the relationship 
between stations, as well as the individual station-parameters, 
3,3,1 Thomas-Fiering Model 
Thomas and Fiering (1962) describe a generating method which requires 
the selection of a "key" station, For this key station a synthetic series 
is generated using a single station model, (2-21) or (2-22), For each of the 
other satellite stations, a record is then generated using a bivariate linear 
regression equation. This equation is very similar to (2~21) but has the 
satellite statistics qt-l' Qj-1' Sj-i replaced by qt' Q., S. for the key 
J J 
station, and r(1) is replaced by the observed lag-zero cross correlation 
coefficient between the satellite and the key station, Thus -
sk s~ k -k s -s _J_ ) qt Q. r 
s~ 
. (q. Q. 




+ tt. s~ (r(1 )8k) - r 
J 
The superscripts sand k refer to values for the satellite and key 
station respectively, 
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This technique preserves the relationship between the key station and 
the different satellites, but not the correlation between satellites, nor the 
serial correlation at satellite stations, Efforts to avoid these limitations, 
and also the rather subjective selection of a "key" station have led to 
several alternative formulations, 
Beard Model 
Beard (1965) used a set of multiple linear regression relationships to 
generate interrelated data series for flow stations, This method used an 
approximation to a gamma distribution to represent the normalized logarithms 
of monthly flow volumes, The approximation to the gamma distribution was 
Pearson type III, Skewness was not used 'directly in the synthetic process, 
Instead, the synthesis was done in terms of normal deviates of logarithms, 
which were subsequently converted to skewed deviates of logarithms by an 
empirical relationship. 
3,3,J Fiering Model 
A multivariate streamflow synthesis procedure was proposed by Fiering 
(1964), This scheme used principal component analysis to transform a matrix 
of standardized observations at m real stations for N time periods into n 
vectors each of length t, with n ~ m, The n vectors were in fact principal 
components of the original data, successive components explaining progressively 
smaller amounts of variance, 
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These components were mutually independent of each other and represent-
ed n hypothetical stations, all independent of one another, Synthetic data 
series, with the same statistics as these components were then generated with 
the single stream model, Finally, an inverse linear transform was applied to 
transform the synthetic data for then hypothetical stations into synthetic 
data form real stations, 
This method had a weakness in that the original transform to get the 
" principal components assumed that successive elements of data in the principal 
components were serially independent. In fact this assumption was not valid, 
The result was that expected values of the serial correlation coefficients for 
I 
the synthetic series for the real stations were not the respective historic 
values, but a value resulting from a combination of the historic coefficients 
(Matalas, 1967b), 
This limitation only becomes serious when the serial correlation co-
efficient differs substantially for different stations. Since most studies 
which use interrelated synthetic data are likely to be based on one pasin, or 
several adjacent basins with similar climatic regimes, wide variations in the 
serial correlation coefficients would be hard to justify, and one varue for 
all stations might be quite reasonable, 
For stations 1, 2, J and 4, r(1) values ranged between 0,26 and 0,52, 
with an average value of 0.J6, In this situation it might be reasonable to 
pres~rve the average value with this technique, 
J.J.4 Matalas Model 
An alternative multivariate scheme which preserves both the serial and 
cross correlation coefficients is given by Matalas (1967b), It is defined by 
the relationship -
A yt-1 (J-1) 
where Yt and Yt-i are defined as vectors of standardized observations 
at m. stations at times t and (t'-1) respectively, Thus y~ is the 
standardized observation at the pth station at time t. 
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et is a vector of length m of standardized independent randbm 
· variates, 
A and Bare (m x m) matrices whose elements are defined so that 
the synthetic sequendes resemble the historic sequences in 
terms of the lag-zero cross correlations and the lag=one serial 
correlations, 
Effectively, (3-1) is the multistream analogue of the single stream 
Markov lag-one model given by (2-7), Its implementation for genera;ting inter-
related synthetic data is similar to the single station scheme. 
With the initial values Y0 O, synthetic Y1 , Y2 , 13,,.,, Yt values 





is applied to obtain the non-stationary qt series, the superscript preferring 
to the pth station, p If a transform was made by taking log8 qt, the natural 
values are obtained by exponentiation, 
Two assumptions implied in this formulation are: . . 
(1) Each·of them series making up the historic data is third order 
and covariance stationary. 
(2) All the yp series belong to the same population, In this study t 
they are all taken as log-normally distributed. 
For the data from stations 1, 2, 3 and 4, these assumptions are not 
restrictive, 
It remains to define A and Bin (3-1), T Post-multiply (3-1) by Yt_ 1 , 
the (1 x m) matrix obtained by transposing the vector Yt_ 1 , 
A + Bet 
Taking expected values, and noting that E (B e t T y t-1) 0, since et 
is defined as an independent array and E ( € ) . .t, O; 
E (Yt 
T 
E (A, T Yt_~) - yt-1 1t-1) 











M0 is a (m x Il\)matrix with diagonal eleinents, E (yi • Yi ) = 1 since 
y~ has unit varia:nce. Similarly, off diagonal elements are E (y~,, yf) 
p ( p) ( q) ( 0), the lag-zero cross correlation between stations p and q, 
1 ~ p ~ m, 1 .::;; q ~ m and p / q, 
M1 is a(m x m)matrix with diagonal elements, 
E (yi, Yt1) = /p) (1), the lag-one serial correlation at~• 
,• 
1 ~ p .::;; m, The off diagonal elements, 
p(p) (g,)(1), are the lag-one cross correlations 
between p and q, 1 ~ p .::;; m, 1 ~ q ~ m, p /. q, 
thus, 
T 
Similarly, post-multiplying (J-1) by Yt, 
Taking expected values, 
M = A MT + B BT 
0 1 
T 
E ( e t (Yt-1 
Equations (J-J) and (3-4) are solved for A and B, (From (3-J), 





Substitute for A in (3-4), 




Equation (3-6) does not give B directly, but the product B BT, To 
obtain B, principal component analysis can be used, (Matalas, 1967b), but 
because the product B .. BT is symmetric, a direct recursive solut'ion is also 
possible (Young and Pisano, 1968), 
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J.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF MATALAS MODEL 
J. 4.1 Previous Result 
Young and Pisano ( 1968) list results obtained from a computer program 
developed to implement this technique, 21 years of historic data from eight 
sites were used to illustrate its application. 
Parameters for one group of synthetic series 100 years long were 
1 isted for comparison with historic parameters, If the technique is correct 
and functioning properly, synthetic parameter estimates might be expected to 
deviate from the historic values by amounts dependent on their respective 
errors of estimate,' Thus about 9 5% of the synthetic parameters might be 
expected to differ from their respective population values by less than two 
standard deviations, 
In fact, in the example given by Young and Pisano, many more than 5%, 
about 35% of the synthetic standard deviations differed by more than two 
standard errors from the population values (Jennings, 1969), In addition, 
most of the synthetic lag-one serial correlation coefficient~ were less than 
the population values, and many of the synthetic skewness coefficients were 
greater than the population values. 
This lack of resemblance between historic and synthetic results may be 
due to: 
(1) an apparent failure to transpose the final M1 matrix in (3-6), 
(2) use of the maximum likelihood method instead of the method of 
moments in estirna ting parameters for log-,normal distributions. 
A further limitation of this example was that it required all the 
historic data to cover the same time span, This results in a wastage of 
information if the historic records cover unequal time periods and only 
segments of some records can be used, 
J.4.2 Estimation and Consistency of Correlation Matrices 
Matrices M0 and M1 contain least squares estimates of lag-zero and 
lag-one correlations respectively, 
Lag-one cross correlations, given by / p ) (q ) ( 1 ) , p / q , are n o t 
of special interest; to facilitate their computation, Matalas (1967b) 
suggests that they be calculated as -
p (p) (q) (1) /P) (q) (o) • p (p) (1) 
for all p and q, p / q. 
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To make more efficient use of the longer historic records, p (p) (q) (o) 
can be estimated from the parts of the records from stations p and q which 
cover the same time period. The correlation matrix so obtained must be con-
sistent, which means that correlations estinated between different pairs of 
records must be compatible, Fiering (1968) has investigated methods for 
handling inconsistent matrices. In particular, he has shown that for a 
correlation matrix to be consistent, it is necessary and sufficient to show 
that the matrix is non-negative definite, This condition is realised when all 
the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix are non~negative. 
J.4.3 Application to Waitaki Data 
The method summarized by (3-1) was progra1mmed for use within a computer. 
I 
Features of the program and the computing facilities used are described in 
Appendix I. 
Data series for the stations 1, 2, 3 and 4, all within the Waitaki River 
Basin were used as input for this study, The algorithm is further used in 
Chapter 5 to generate flow data for these stations for use as input in a simul-
ation study, The program is quite general however, and the number of stations 
included is restricted only by the computational facilities available, Output 
from the program consists of synthetic data of the required length and the 
parameters for the historic and synthetic data and the correlation matrices, 
Correlation matrices estimated for the standardized Yt series, without 






0 0.75 0,79 1.00 
0,71 o,67 0.82 1.00 
0,34 0,30 0.26 0,24 
,23 .26 ,21 ,17 
Mi ,28 , 30, , 33 ,30 
,37 ,35 ,42 • 52 
Correlation matrices for the Yt series obtained by standardizing the 




0 0,79 0,79 1.00 
0,71 0,63 0,81 1.00 
0,38 0.32 0,30 0,27 
Mi 
.25 ,29 ,23 · , 19 
.34 ,34 ,43 .35 
,32 ,28 ,36 .45 
Eigenvalues for both the M matrices given here are positive; there-
o 
fore the matrices are consistent, 
Time series analyses of the Waitaki data has been reported in Chapter 2, 
The generation of interrelated data series reported here is carried out in 
terms of logarithmic series, 
Matrices A and B obtained by solving (3-5) and (3-6) were -
A = 


































In obtaining B, the recursive solution des,cribed by Young and Pisano 
(1968), was used, 
3,4,4 Verification of Results 
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With these results 5 - 40 year sets of interrelated data were generated 
for the four stations, 
I 
Sy,nthetic means and standard deviations are tabulated 
in Tables 3,1 - 3,5 with the corresponding historic valu~s. Historic and 
synthetic estimates of C and r(1) are given in Tabl~ 3,6, Lag-zero cross 
s 
correlations are given in Table 3,7, and annual flow parameters are in Table 
3,8; 
Agreement between historic and synthetic means, correlations and skew-
. ness is good, as evidenced by Tables 3,1 to 3,7, Synthetic standard devia-
tions do not conform to the historic values as closely as expected, Only 
about 75% of the standard deviations, instead of the expected 95% differ by 
less than two standard errors from the historic values .• 
In terms of the resemblance between historic and synthetic parameters, 
these results are an improvement over those described by Young and Pisano 
(1968), Nevertheless the divergence between historic and synthetic standard 
deviations has not been satisfactorily accounted for, 
In part, at ],east, this divergence is connected with the use of a log-
normal distribution, That this is so is shown by using the same sequenqes of 
random numbers to generate synthetic data series, but assuming that the 
TABLE 3.1 
SUMMARY OF SYNTHETIC MEANS AND ST DEVS FOR 40 YEARS DATA 9 
DATA SET 1 
SITE ~ NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 
rNTH MEAN ST -J:')EV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV 
1 147.2 54.7 260.4 86.5 127.4 53.9 39~4 27.5 ++ 
2 109.9 -- 36.1 -- 224.6 -- 86.5 92.7 38.8 27.3 16.2 --
r 
3 95.3 29.0 184.o -- 54.9 ·76.6 31.9 23.3 12.4 
4 68.7 -- 29.9 -- 120,6 -- 58.8 -- 64,6 -- 27.0 -- 21. 6 -- 11.0 
5 75.0 26.5 103.7 43.7 69.7 30.6 33.5 16.8 
6 53.5 15.2 6o.4 17 .8 50,8 15.9 29.8 8.1 
7 47.7 13.5 55,6 16.8 42.5 10.9 26,7 6.8 
8 43,9 9.8 45,8 -- 11.8 -- 38.5 23,0 -- 25. 0 8.1 
9 49.1 14,2 -- 57.5 16,0 -- 48,6 23.4 -- 32.8 11.2 
10 88.1 4:1..9 108.3 49.5 83.1 37,9 41.5 11. 1 
11 120.3 ~48. 0 149.1 52,0 11L2 37.8 48.7 19.6 




SUMMARY OF SYNTHETIC MEANS ANJJ ST DEVS FOR 40 YEARS DATA, 
DATA SET 2 
SITE ,NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 
MONTH MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV 
1 145.5 50.6 260.4 98.8 133.1 68,4 ++ 39.0 36.8 ++ ,, 
2 124.8 39.5 265.7 90.2 103. 7 38 .. 8 2~.6 1J.6 --
3 98.6 24.4 206.2 64.7 83,2 28.,0 23.0 6.2 --
4 105.3 58.3 190.2 126.3 ++ 92.7 47·. O 29.4 14.9 ++ 
5 77.9 23.8 -- 105.6 4~}.8 75. 1 J6.2 37.0 14.6 
6 52.8 13.8 60.0 16.8 53.0 16.5 J0.6 7.4 
7 44.1 11.6 49.7 16.9 41.3 12.0 26.4 6.7 --
8 46.5 10.8 52.7 ,16. 0 49.6 29.8 -- 28.5 7.8 
9 54.6_ 20.9 65.2 21.5 63.0 42.5 ++ 37.0 14.6 
10 86.6 30. 2 -- 104. 0 43.3 82 .. 7 46.3 -- 42.1 ?. 7 --
11 119,3 34.4 153.5 4ff.9 11 7. 0 42.7 48.2 16.7 





SUMMARY OF SYNTHETIC MEANS AND ST DEVS FOR 40 YEARS DATA 9 
DATA SET 3 
SITE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 
MONTH MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV 
1 139.J 33.9 -- 249,7 61.7 -- 118.4 36.5 -- 35.1 16.3 --
2 128.2 48.8 271.5 105.6 112.0 49.0 33.J 24.6 
3 104.5 28.8 206.4 55.3 91.0 . 31.6 24.3 8,6 --
4 98.2 47.6 166.J 80.7 72.3 33.0 24.7 9.6 
5 74.4 33.0 92.8 46.o 69.5 34.6 36.2 19.0 
6 52.7 15.9 60.2 16.0 54.4 19.7 J0.6 9.0 
7 47,1 11.6 52.5 14.6 41.5 9.9 -- 26.2 7.1 
8 45.1 11.2 49,2 14.4 39.9 26.4 -- 26.1 8.3 
9 54.0 20.6 62.0 23.2 57.1 JJ.6 36.J 14.1 
10 90.7 41.3 102.2 41.7 85.-5 4f..2 42.0 14.1 
11 114,8 36.1 142.6 53,:.2 113.4 38.9 46.7 15.4 




SUMMARY OF SYNTHETIC MEANS AND ST DEVS FOR 40 YEARS DATA, 
DATA SET 4 
SITE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 
MONTH MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV 
1 140.4 44.2 248.2 70.8 120.L _ 42.4 33.8 17.2 
2 131,4 50.3 277.0 123.8 105.4 50.5 30.5 25.2 
3 104,7 29.3 207,5 63.6 85.4 33.7 23,9 8.1 --
4 89.0 43,3 161.5 96.6 77,9 4i.5 22.5 11.4 
5 72,8 25.6 105~5 49.6 76.1 :,4.o 33,9 14,5 
6 52,8 14.9 61.6 18.2 54,7 17.5 30,9 7.5 
7 48.o 13,8 56.9 18.2 43.9 iJ~4 27,5 8.5 
8 45.0 9.2 -- 51.8 16.0 45.8 28.3 -- 26.4 9,5 
9 48.7 15,1 62.5 22.3 50.7 28:7 31.5 9,5 --
10 .92,5 40,2 111.7 53,6 86.2 350? 42.2 11.3 
11 117 .1 40.2 150.1 56 .• o 114~3 39,.9 44.5 15.0 




SUMMARY OF SYNTHETIC MEANS AND ST DEVS FOR 40 YEARS DATA, 
DATA SET 5 
SITE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 
MONTH MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV 
1 151.4 46.5 272.9 80.2 136.2 49.3 42. 0 ++ 24.4 
2 148.J ++ 50.6 306.9 ++ 102.3 123.9 ++ 45.0 32.6 15.4 --
3 99.7 26.3 193.7 48. 0 85.2 35.2 26-.1 12.4 
4 94.2 43.3 149.1 68.8 -- 80J8_., 37.o 26.8 12.2 
5 77.3 29.4 95.6 37.2 71.7 37.7 36.1 21.5 ++ 
6 53.7 13.0 63.2 16._6 54.8 18.6 30.9 9.2 
7 46.8 13.8 52.3 14.3 43.5 12.9 27.2 9.3 
8 44.9 13.3 47.0 17.4 44.o 36.8 25.9 8.7 
9 42.2 -- 14.7 50.8 -- 16.5 -- 39.3 -- 21. 0 -- 28.4 -- 9.3 --
10 83,3 39.1 99.7 51.9 76.3 37.,4 39.2 12.1 
11 11-2. 0 30.7 -- 151.3 45.1 112.5 34.9 46.4 17.2 












SKEWNESS AND LAG-ONE SERIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR HISTORIC AND SYNTHETIC SERIES 
Skewness._ C.oef. Cs Lag-one Serial Correl. Coef. r( 1) 
·. 
•--• -
Historic Synthetic Series Historic Synthetic Series 
Series 1 2 3 . 4: 5 
Serie_s 1 2 3 4 
o.ss 0.99 0.58 0.81 0...-88 - ff .. 72 0.34 o,.4o 0.32 0.34 0.37 
~- --
0.71 1-:..11 0.87 o.84 1 .. 07 0 .• 74 .26 ._31 .29 ~27 .28 
.. -· . 
-~ --
1,64 .0.87 0.93 0.78 1.05 ·1.15 .JS .34 .34 .46 ,34 









LAG,.,:ZERO CROSS CORRELATION MATRICES FOR HISTORIC 
AND SYNTHETIC SERIES 
Historic 1.00 
,87 1.00 
,75 , 79 1.00 
, 71 ,67 ,80 1.00 
Synthetic Series 1 1.00 
,84 1.00 
,79 ,80 1.00 
,72 ,65 ,80 1,00 
Synthetic Series; 2 1.00 
,84 1.00 
, 76 , 75 1.00 
,69 .61 ,76 1,00 
Synthetic Series 3 1,00 
,84 1.00 
, 78 , 78 1,00 
;68 ,60 , 78 1. 09 
Synthetic Series 4 1.00 
,85 1.00 
• 76 ,80 1.00 
,68 ,64 ,77 1.00 
Synthetic Series 5 1.00 
,84 1.00 
,75 ,79 1,00 















ANNUAL FLOW STATISTICS FOR HIS.TORIC AND SYNTHETIC SERIES 
Mean Annual Flows CSD x 1000 Annual Std Devs CSD x 1000 
Historic Synthetic Series Historic Synthetic Series 
Series Series 
1 2 ~ 3 4 -5 
·- ". -- ·-
- 1 2 3 4 5 
1078 1049 1110 1081 1083 1101 173 i56 139 1~2 -164 174 
1652 1570 1630_ 1622 1649 1688 270 -234 297 228 243 237 
981 938 1034 985 979 1001 193 156 173 176 163 • 171 
-- --
387 400 419 412 393 392 73 ·sg 77 83 66 68 
Skewness coefs. of annual flows Lag-one Serial correl. coef-s,. of ann. flows 
~ ~ .. 
- 1. --.·, . 
-Historic Synthetic Series Historic Synthetic series 
Series Series 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
•J • 
.27 -.19 -.01 . 51 -~10 .4,J . 06 .26 -.03 0.26 • 03 .12 
.45 .06 .50 .25 .54 -.09 -.07 .25 · .. ;oo ,05 -,29 -,04 
.99 -.10 -.38 .36 ,70 .42 .04 .06 -.11 -.14 • 01 .23 
1.43 -.08 • 73 , 52 -.01 .29 °'"• 05 , • 13 -.14 0.32 -.21 .13 
'° \..0 
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the natural data are normally distributed. The result for the 5-40 years series 
is that 94% of the standard deviations lie in the range of~ two standard 
errors, but skewness values are not even approximately preserved, 
A reason for the log-normal distribution apparently failing to re-
produce parameters within given confidence limits is that estimates of means 
and standard deviations for log-normal distributions are only approximately 
normally distributed (Brooks and c·arruthers, 1953), The confidence limits 
established require the estimates to follow a normal distribution, This would 
account for at least some of the reduction to only 75% of the estimates lying 
within 95% confidence limits, 
An alternative form of confident:~ ;test which does give satisfactory 
results is described in section 2,6 of Chapter 2, 
3. 5 SUMMARY 
Several multi-stream flow generating methods were described, A multi-
v~riate technique due to Matalas (1967b) has been implemented and results 
from applying the scheme to four flow stations in the Waitak1 river basin are 
given, 
Good resemblance between historic and synthetic means, correlations and 
skewnesses has been achieved, Resemblance between historic and synthesized 
standard deviations was not as close as expected. 
With this limitation, the model is used to generate input data for a 
month-by-month operation study of a model of a hydro-electric power system,part 
constructed and part proposed, for the Waitaki river system, 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
OPERATION OF A SINGLE-STRUCTURE SINGLE-PURPOSE SYSTEM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The concept of implicit stochastic optim:i.zation for storage operation 
by using deterministic dynamic programming coupled with streamflow simulation 
has been described in Chapter 1, By describing the derivation of rules for 
operating a single irrigation storage, this chapter gives an introductory 
example, 
The Manorburn Dam in Central Ota~o was selected as a real example for 
this study, because a good hydrologic record was available and because there 
was a "real-time" operating problem, This "real-time" problem involved making 
'a decision at the beginning of each irrigation sea{:lon on th~ volume of water 
to be released during the season, and how much to store for future seasons. 
Compared with most water resource systems, this· single-purpose sing1e-
structure system is very simple, aod other optimizing techniques, particularly . ' 
linear programming and certain forms of non-linear programming, could equally 
well be used to derive opera.ting policies. However, this system provides a 
good introduction for demonstrating the application of deterministic dynamic 
pro~ramrning in conjunction with streamflow simulation. 
4,2 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM 
4,2, 1. •· Storage Ca~city 
The capacity of the Manorburn Dam is 41,700 acre feet (ac,ft), For 
this study the active storage volume is taken as 40,000 ac, ft. This repres-
ents a very conservative design, for the darn overflows very infrequently. 
Spillage was only once recorded in the period 1942 to 1956, 
4.2.2 Inflows, Evaporation and Seepage 
Records of net annual inflows to the dam were derived from records of 
reservoir levels and releases for 48 years, from 1918 to 1965. Evaporation 
and seepage losses were not included to give tot1al inflows, it being assumed 
that the losses which occur under any derived operating policy would be 
similar to those which have actually occurred during the period of record, 
For these 48 years, the net inflow parameters were: 
Mean inflow Q = 19,000 ac,ft 
Std. deviation ·s = 7,740 ac,ft, 
Skewness coeff. C 
s = o.85 
Lag one serial 
correl. coeff. r(1) = 0,08 
The close fit of the data to·a log-normal distribution is illustrated 
by Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The serial correlation is not significant and the 
flow series can be represented as a series of log-normally distributed random 
variates with approp.tiate mean and variance. 
4.2.J Area Irri~ted 
The dam stores water for the 12,.360 acre Ida Valley irrigation scheme. 
In addition, some water is diyerted to the neighbouring 2,660 acre Galloway 
scheme. This amount is conditional on the volume in storage\in the smaller 
Poolburn Dam. Compared with the total annual release, this diversion is small 
and it is assumed that the Manorburn is operated independently of the Poolburn, 
To ·compensate, the area irrigated will be'taken as 14,000 acres. 
4.J ALLOCATION OF -,WA'IER ,. 
4.J.1 Quotas 
Water is allocated to irrigators by quotas. The quota is the amount of 
water the reservoir opera tor contracts . to. supply to an irriga tor each year. In 
normal years, irrigators pay for these quotas. In this exercise, total quotas 
are taken as 14,000 ac.ft of water per year1 this is equivalent to 12 inches 
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FIG. 4.2 ANNUAL INFLOWS TO MANOR BURN 
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of water per year over all the irrigated areaq 14,000 ac,ft,, is the volume 
supplied to irrigators, Because of losses in the distribution network, the 
volume which must be released at the dam to supply full quotas is much 
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greater. If these losses ·are assumed to be a constant 25% of the release at 
the dam, the release 'required at the dam to supply full quotas is 18,700 ac,ft, 
4.J.2 Rationing 
In dry years, the dam may b.e down some at the beginning of the irriga-
tion season and it may be prudent for the operators to ration supplies of water 
to a percentage of the ful:l quotas. In such a year irrigators in this scheme 
pay only for that part of the quota supplied, 
4.J,3 Sales 
~
In wet years, water in excess of quotas may be available, and in this 
scheme it may be sold for half the quota rates. Such water is known as sales, 
In any one year, total sales will be constrained to a maximum of JO% of the 
quotas, since plentiful years at the storage when sales are likely, are also 
likely to be good years for irrigators, who will not be seeking large 
additional supplies, Thus· the maximum useful release from the dam will be 
130% of the release required to supply full quotas, that is, 24,JOO ac.ft. 
4.J,4 Return Function 
On the basis of the information given above, a bilinear function may be 
prepared to show the annual return received by the reservoir operator for any 
release from the storage, This function is shown by the two straight lines in. 
Figure 4,J. 
This can be described as a short term benefit loss function, as dis-
tinct from a long term benefit function which at the planning stage would 
represent income from different levels of quotas allocated for the scheme, 
The short term return function is of great importance in operation 
studies, It means that a monetary value can be imputed to every possible 
level of release made in a particular time interval, A function of this type 
FIG. 4.3 MANO RB URN DAM, PROPOSED 
QUADRATIC BENEFll FUNCTION 
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is reqqired in any operation optimizing study. 
In the present example, a straight forward definition is possible 
because of the arrangement for charging for supplies below and above the quota 
levels. In many other examples, and in other uses of water, such as hydro-
electric power generation, an explicit definition of this type is not.always 
possible. 
For the purpose of optimizing operation, an indirect definition can 
sometimes be achieved. Chapter 5 will give an example of this. 
4,4 OBJECTIVES OF OPERATION 
With a return function thus defined, the objective for the reservoir 
operators over a period of time will be to maximize the present value of 
returns less operating costs, 
In fact, for all the Central Otago irrigation schemes, revenues fail to 
cover operating costs, and the schemes are supported by substantial government 
subsidies. In this exercise, operating costs will be taken as constant and 
independent of the volume of water released; thus the objective will be to 
maximize the present value of revenues, Revenues are understood to be the 
returns given by th~ function iD Figure 4,3, In this way, all the benefit 
from operating the storage in a particular way over a number of years can be 
expressed as a single valued scalar quantity, namely the present value of 
returns. 
The bilinear function in Figure 4,3 has a weakness, in that it cannot 
always differentiate between releasing water and storing it for release later, 
This leads to some irrational results, 
For instance, in dry years it is intuitively more desirable for irriga-
tors to receive say 85% quotas for two successive years rather than 75% in one 
year and 95% in the next, but in terms of benefits, thEi bilinear function ranks 
both of these situations equally, Similarly in plentiful years, two successive 
years of quotas plus 10% sales should be ranked ahead of quotas only in one 
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year and quotas plus 20% sales in the other, 
This difficulty can be overcome by postulating a continuous curve in 




a dt + b dt + C (4-1) 
where R 
.t 
is the return for the tth year, 
dt is the release made during the tth year 
' a, band care constants, 
This function, fitted to the Manorburn data, is shown as the smooth 
curve in Figure 4,J, This gives a close approximation to the bilinear function 
and has the desirable property of decreasing increments in returns for extra 
units of water soldp This can also be described as decreasing marginal 
returns, 
4,4, 1 Operating Rules - the Present Policy 
In operating the Manorburn Dam, decisions must be made at the beginning 
of each irrigation season on the amount of water to release to irrigators 
during the season, Irrigators are notified of the proportion of their quotas 
and possible sales that will be available during the ensuing season and can 
plan their operations accordingly. 
This decision is important, for it is the key to successful operation of 
the dam, If too much water is released, the storage may not fill sufficiently 
for the next season and short supplies and accompanying reductions in returns 
will result, If too little is released, large amounts of water may be sold as 
sales in the following years and possibly some will be spilled if the dam fills, 
Clearly, there is a need for a defined operating rule which indicates an 
ogtimum release, 
In practice, releases to be made from the Manorburn Dam during irriga-
t ion seasons are decided in the following wayr. 
At the beginning of each season, in September, the next two years of 
operation are considered, The volume in storage at the start of the season and 
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' the expected inflow during the next 12 months are summed, and this is consid-
ered to be the total qua~tity of water ava~lable for use during the next two 
seasons. This water is divided equally between the two years. Thus the 
anticipated release during the irrigation season is -
dt ½ ( St + Q) ( 4~2) 
where dt is the anticipated release during the tth year, 
St is the volume in storage at the start of the tth year, 
Q is the expected annual inflow, which estimated from 48 
years data, was 19,000,ac. ft, 
Thif3 rule, ( 4-2), will be referred to as the "present policy", 
4,5 DERIVATION OF OPERATING RULES 
4, 5. 1 Dynamic Programming Approach 
For the Manorburn Dam, only one decision per year was required and an 
analysis on a year-by-year basis is permissible, An irrigation year is from 
1st September to 31st August, An irrigation season starts in September when 
irrigators are notified of the proportion of qµotas and possible sales which it 
I 
is anticipated ~ill be available for the impending irrigation season, from 
September to April. 
It was assumed tha, t only half the inflow during an irrigation year would 
occur in the first eight months of the year when it could bB used in the irriga-
tion season of that year, The remaining half occurred in the foliowing four 
winter months and was stored for the followin~ season, Thus the maximum 
release in a particular irrigation season was constraine~ to be less than the 
initial storage plus half the inflow. 
i,e, (4-J) 
Writing equation (1-7) in the notation of this chapter, and dropping 




To derive a real-'timeoperating policy, the steps summarized in Figure 
1. 3 are fpllowed, If ( 4-4) is solved for a particular set of inflow d~ta, 
the result is a policy which maximizes the pres~nt value of annual returns, 
should a particular set of inflo~s occur, 
A rn~an policy for real-time operation is obtained by finding a best fit 
function of the type 
= (4-5) 
The approach assu111es that the "steady-state" operatioJ:J q;f the system 
is under studyi that is the objectives are unchanged from one year to another 
1:tnd the system is operated over an infinte time period, If the analysis is 
made on a·· monthly basis, it is necessary to derive a set of.r functions of the 
type (4-5), 
Persistence between annual flovts into the Manorburn is negligible and 
q_tci does not contribute any information towards the magnitude of q_t, Apart 
from the possibility of ,predicting q_t by snowpaok data, st is the only variable 
describing the condition of the system at the beginning of ·yea:r t, Snowmelt 
prediction is not investigated here, and the problem is reduced to finding the 
, 
best fit function, 
,( 4-6) 
4,5,2 Shortage Index 
Because of the constraint (4--'3), occasions occur in real-time operation 
with rules ( 4~2) and ( 4-6 )' when the storage level is low at the start of the 
season, ~nd expected inflows during the season do not eventuate, In some of 
; ' ' 
these si tuati_ons, anticipated releases to irriga tors, predicted at the beginning 
of the season under the q_uota system, are not available, In such oases, 
releases were set equal to what was available, leaving the storage empty at 
the end of the irrigation season, 
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Apart from evaluating returns on the basis of actual deliveries, this 
failure to deliver anticipated supplies is not penalised by the return 
function, For this reason a quantity I, the shortage index, is defined as -. s 
I 
s 
for all dt act ~ Quotci, 




where N is the length in year~. 0£ the perioq analysed. 
dtantic is the antidipate(l release at the start of the tth 
irrigation year 
d act 
t is the actual release, 
Effectively, this,is the sum of squares of the unavailable fractions of 
anticipated releases, adjusted for a base length of 100 years, for all releases 
less than 100% quota. 
This index ranks shortages less than quota which were not anticipated 
according to the square of the:ir magnitude relative to the respective antic-
ipated release, Were they avai;l.able, it is expected th11t losses to irrigators 
due to unanticipated shortages would be approximately proportional to the 
shortage index, 
Th~ index is not involved within the optimizing process, rather it is 
included here to give a fuller description of the results obtained by using 
different operating policies, 
4,5,3 Model S:eecification. 
The preceding sections of this chapter have described a simple irriga-
tion storage, a method for deriving a policy for its year-by-year operation, 
and measures of the effect:i,.veness of this policy, 
It remains to describe the numerical procedures followed and the 
results obtained, 
4,6 MODEL SOLUTION 
4,6,1 Testing Procedure 
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(1) Based on the statistics of the 48 years historic data, 5-48 year 
and 1-600 year sets of inflow data were generated by sampling from a log-
normal distribution, Parameters describing these sets are given in Columns 
2 to 8 of Table 4,1, 
(2) Assuming that annual returns are discounted to their present 
value at a rate of 5% per annum, direct dynamic programming solutions were 
carried out for these data sets,as well as the historic data, to determine the 
best possible operating policies and the maximum average annual returns, con-
sistent with. the objectives and constraints outlined previously, 
To ensure that these were steady-state solutions, unaffected by terminal 
state optimization, an additional 24 years of synthetic data were added to the 
end of each of the data sets, 
(3) Excepting results from these last 24 years, which were discarded, 
shortage indices and annual returns were evaluated, 
(4) Multiple linear regression was used to fit functions of the type 
(4-6) to these seven sets of results, 
( 5) With the policy obtained from the dynamic programming analysis of 
the historic data, storage behaviour analyses, simulating real-time operation, 
were made for the 5-48 year sets of synthetic data, 
(6) For comparison, the present policy was used in storage behaviour 
analyses of the same five synthetic data sets, 
(7) Sensitivity analyses: 
(a) Direot dynamic programming solutions were obtained for the 
historic data assuming r = 0%, 10%, 
Flow Description 
File Length' Type 
Name. ( . ' L yrs· 
(1) (2) (3) 
MANBf 48 Historic 
MANB6 · 600 Syn. 
MANB1 48 Syn. 
MANB2 48 Syn. 
MANB3 48 Syn. 
MANB4 - 48· Syn. 
MANB5 48 Syn. 
TABLE 4.1 
. MANORBIJRN DAM 
STORAGE BEHAVIO"UR ANALYSES - FLOW PARAMETERS AND.ANNUAL.RETURNS 
Flow·nata Annual Returns (Dollars) 
, 
Flow Parameters AY. Annual Ret:r:rrns · St.devs annual returns 
Mean st.dev. coef. -. :eoef":,, 
,Lag one Real-time operation Real-time operation 
. ser3-al Tietermin. Optimum Present Determin. Optimum Present ac .. ft. ac.ft. var. ,skew-. correJ. 9oln. linear policy soln, linear policy 
polky l)Olicy 
(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . (9) (10) Cn) (12) (13) (14) 
19000 7700 o.41 0.85 o. 08 10020 - - . 930 - -
~- .- ',. :'./ .. -19200 7600 o.4o 0,00 -0.01 10100 - - 900 - -
17600 7500 o .. 42 0.90 0.11 9540 9470 9380 960 1320 1420 
19800 7600 0,39 0,59 0.10 10140 1D060 10010 1060 1050 1310 
19700 7100. 0,36 0.65 o. 08 10200 10020 10~,70 1320 1040 1280 -
·--- - . 
18500 6900 0 .. 38 0~85 -0.12 9870 9860 9770 960 1100 1220 





(b) To ascertain the effect of serial correlation in the 
. . 
inflows, 600 year long data series with the same means but different 
degrees of serial correlation were generated and used in storage 
behaviour analyses with the derived policy, 
(c) To investigate the result of incorrectly estimating the 
mean annual flow, data series were generated and storage behaviour 
analyses carried out assuming that the estimated means were in error by 
-10%, -5%,· 0%, 5% and 10%, 
(d) Analyses similar to (c) were made assuming errors of 
estimate in the standard deviation of annual flows of -30%, ~15%, 0%, 
15% and JO%, 
The computer programs developed for this work are described in Appendix I. 
4.6,2 Presentation of Optimal Policy 
I 
Regression results giving a functional form of optimal policy are in 
columns 2 to 10 of Table 4,2, To lllustrate the derivation of the policy 
function, optimum releases obtained from a dynamic programming analysis of the 
. 
historic data are plotted with initial'storage volumes in Figure 4.4, and the 
best fit linear function is 1;1hown, In Figure 4,5 this function is redrawn, 
together with the present policy, In this situation with a quadratic return 
function, linea~ policy functions provided as good a fit to the optimal data as 
did more complex logarithmic and quadratic functional·forms (ref, columns 
2 to 10 of Table 4,2), This result was also observed by Young (1966), 
The linear policy funQtions obtained for the historic data and the 600 
years synthetic d,ata were the same, while the policies obtained for the 5-48 
year synthetic data series we~e very close, If a real-time operating policy, 
derived by using the least squares criterion to fit a functional form to the 
results of a direct dynamic programming solution,- can be described as optimal, ,,.. 
the linear policy derived for either the historic data or the 600 years of 
















STORAGE BEHAVIOUR ANALYSES - POLICY FUNCTIONS ANTI SHORTAGE INTIIC~S 
Policy Functions Shortage Index 
Is 
Li:n-ea:r function Quadratic function. 2 Determinl.stic Real-time operation 
-dt = ae + a1 st dt = ao + a1st + a2~t- .· 
solution 
a a Multiple , ·std~ a a1 
... 
Optimum linear Present ·a R - r S.E. 0 1 0 2 
/. :~ ' Correl. error policy policy 
-
•~• - ' R .~ : 
(2) (3) ·. (4) ( 5) (6) (7) ,: ($) ~ (9) : :( 10) (11) (12) {13) 
. - .. 
16800 0.16 O.J8 2700 · 13806 o:~75 -0.0011 o.46 2600 0.013 - -
16800 0.16 0,.42 2500 15900 0.283 -O.D003 o.43 2500 0,017 - -
14900 o. 1-8 0.50 2200 - - - - - 0.016 2.617 0.035 
17000 0.16 0,36 2900 - - - - - 0.006 1.135 0.064 
174o0 0.15 0.33 2700 - - - -· - 0.010 1.011 0,013 . ' 
16900 0.20 o.4o 2600 - - - - - 0.010 1.416 0,030 




FIG. 4.4 DERIVATION OF LINEAR REAL-TIME POLICY FROM 
DETERMINISTIC SOLUTION FOR 48 YEARS 
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This real-time policy is the best available estimate of the true and un-
known p9pulation linear policy, Because this policy has been derived directly 
from the historic data, it would appear that in this situation, the synthetic 
hydrology concept is redundant, 
4,7 COMPARISON OF OPERATING PODICIES 
4,7,1 Results of Storage Behaviour Analyses 
Although maximization of the present value of annual returns was used 
as the criterion to derive the linear policy, average annual returns are of 
greater use in assessing the relative merits of different policies, 
Values of average annual returns.are estimates of the population value 
implied by the use of the policy derived from the parent population for the 
particular functional for111 (in this case linear) for which least squares fit 
is obtained, Thus two types of· error are presenttin estimates of the average 
I 
annual returns; 
(1) error from using an estimate of a policy, rather than the 
population policy, 
(2) error involved in the calculation of returns from a particular 
flow sequence given a fixed policy, 
Because of the close similarity of policy estimates derived from diff-
erent data series, it is concluded that this type-one error must be very small. 
The type-two error is best examined by considering the results of the 
analysis.with the optimum linear policy, The results, in terms of average 
annual returns and standard deviations.of annual returns are given in columns 
10 and 13 of Table 4,1, These average annual returns appear to be proportional 
to the mean annual flows given in column 4 of Table 4,1, The mean of the five 
values for average annual return is $9870, 
Given that a particula+ set of inflows will occur, the absolute optimum 
po·l~cy for operation is defined by the direct dynamic programming solution, 
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This deterministic solution requires the inflows to all be known at the start 
of operation, 
To check how closely the derived linear real-time policy approximates 
the absolute optimum, and how closely the present policy follows the derived 
real-time policy, returns for operation with the 5-48 year sets of1 inflows are 
tabulated in Table 4,1, Average annual returns for (1) the direct dynamic 
programming solution, (2) the derived linear real-time policy and (:3) the 
present polioy are listed in columns 9, 10 and 11 respectively, Standard 
deviations of these annual returns are listed in columns 12, 13 and 14 respect-
ively, and shortage indices for the three solutions are in columns 11, 12 and 
13 o;f Table 4, 2, 
These returns from using different policies are all close, On average, 
the maximums obtainable, given by the dynamic programming solutions, are 0,7% 
greater than the results using the optimal linear policy, In turn, the optimal 
linear policy results are on. average 0,4% greater than the results for the 
present policy, 
4,7,2 Shortage and Risk 
Results for shortage indices show a wider spread, Values of I are 
s 
close to zero for the dynamic programming solutions, They are not exactly 
zero because midpoint, rather than lower bound values of storage were taken in 
forming discrete blocks in the analysis, and occasional small deficits in the 
volume of water available occur, Similar results show for the present policy 
analyses,-but analyses by the optimal linear policy give much higher values. 
In effect, use of the optimal linear policy results in a greater p~oportion 
of anticipated supplies not being delivered, 
Thus, although the optimal linear policy may be the policy to use if 
the objective is to maximize annual returns, it is not necessarily the best 
for the Manorburn system, For this situation, the present policy effects a 
nice compromise in sacrificing a small increment in annual returns to greatly 
improve the reliability of anticipated supplies, 
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Reference to Figure 4,5,where the optimal linear policy and the present 
policy are graphed, illustrates this point, When the storage is less than 
about half full, the optimal linear policy recommends a greater release than 
the present policy, while the reverse is true for the storage greater than 
half full, By recommending a lower release when the storage is low, the 
present policy indicates a greater aversion to failure of anticipated supplies, 
as is indicated by the shortage index, This represents a reduction in the 
risk of failure of anticipated supplies. 
This empirical shortage index is one of two distinct risk measures 
indicated here, It indirectly measures the risk of failure of anticipated 
supplies, It could be made zero by never anticipating a release greater than 
the volume in storage at the beginning of the irrigation season, but with the 
result of drastically reducing the average annual returns, 
The second risk measure is a measure of the variability of annual 
returns, This is given by the standard deviation of a,nnual1 returns in columns 
12, 13 and 14 of Table 4,1, For the optimal linear policy, values are about 
the same as those for the direct dynamic programming solution, while values for 
the present policy are somewhat greater, This represents greater variability 
in releases, a consequence of the steeper gradient of the present policy line 
shown in Figure 4,5, 
The storage behaviour analyses for the first 48 year synthetic data 
series are illustrated in Figures 4,6 and 4,7, Volumes of ,water in storage, 
and .inflows are plotted as functions of time, These are on an annual basis; 
within year storage fluctuations are not shown, The storage never shows empty 
here because of the constraint (4-J) mentioned earlier. The storage behaviours 
,'{'·,. 
under the three modes of operation are similar, the curve representing the: 
optimal linear policy tending to be somewhat closer to the dynamic programming 
optimum than that resulting from use of the present policy, 
FIG. 4.6 STORAGE BEHAVIOUR ANALYSES FOR SYNTHETIC DATA 
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FIG. 4.7 STORAGE BEHAVIOUR ANALYSES FOR SYNTHETIC DATA 
FI LE MANB1, YEARS 25-48 
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4,8 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
4,801 General 
To investigate the effect on the operation of the system of incorrect 
estimates of parameters a simple sensitivity analysis is undertaken, Studied 
here are results of storage behaviour analyses for different values of the 
interest rate, the serial correlation between flows, and different estimates 
of the mean and standard deviation of the flows, 
All the results so far described have assumed an interest rate of 5%, 
and have taken inflows as having a mean= 19000 ac,ft, and standard deviation 
= 7700 ac.ft, They further assume that annual flows are independent variables 
following a log-normal distribution,• Because a 48 .. year record is available, 
these hydrologic parameters should be close to their population values, 
Nevertheless, an analysis of the sensitivity of the system response, measured 
in terms of average annual returns, to variations in these parameters, and in 
the interest rate is desiraple, 
The effect on the operating policy of different interest rates is 
examined first. 
Next, to determine the effect of incorrect estimates of hydrologic 
parameters, the ~uestion is asked: what is the effect on expected annual 
returns and on the shortage index of error in estimates of parameters? 
In answering this, only the simple case of error in one parameter at a 
time is considered, The compounded effect of e:n·ors in two or more parameters 
at once is not considered, 
4,8,2 Interest Rate 
Dynamic programming solutions were obtained for the 48 year historic 
record using r = 0% and 10%. These are illustrated in Figures 4,8 and' 4,9, 
Linear policy estimates for these solutions are shown in Figure 4,5, ,;rf 
together with the policy for r = 5%, Note that these policies apply only for 
2 St ~ 4 5 X 10 f.l,C, ft, 
FrG. 4.8 DETERMINISTIC SOLUTIONS FOR r =0°/o, 5%, 10% 
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FIG. 4.9 DETERMINISTIC SOLUTIONS FOR r =0%, 5¾,10°/o 
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The 0% line is flatter and lower than those for r = 5% and 10%, 
representing a preference for steadiness in supplies from one year to another, 
By contrast, the 10% line is steep and is above the others, indicating a pref-
erence for using available water immediately, rather than storing it for the 
I 
future, 
Table 4,J gives the results of using these different policies to operate 
the storage for five different sequences of inflows, Average annual returns 
are almost unaffected by variation in the interest rate, However, the shortage 
indices, and standard deviations of annual returns, increase with the interest 
rate, 
4,8,J Correlation Coefficient 
The autocorrelation coefficient for 48 years historic data has been 
taken as ze1.·o, 
To investigate the effect of autocorrelation in the flow data,-~hile 
using the optimum linear policy, 600 year sets of data were generated from the 
same seq~ence of random numbers but with p(1) = 0,0, 0.J, 0,6, 0,8, 0,9 and 
0,95, The other statistics for these data sets were all close to the values 
for the historic data, 
Each of these data sets was routed through the storage using the optimal 
linear policy, (derived assuming zero autocorrelation),to specify r~l~ases, 
Results, in terms of average annual returns, standard deviations of 
annual returns and shortage indices, are given in Figure 4.10, 
Figure 4,10 shows that the average annual return decreases and that the 
shortage index increases as the correlation coefficient increases, These 
results obtain intuitively; a higher autocorrelation coefficient implies 
longer runs of wetter than average and drier than average ·periods, resulting 
in a higher frequency of emptiness and overflowing at the storage·~ Annual 
returns are reduced; their variability and the shortage index increases, 
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RESULTS OF DETERMINISTIC SOLUTIONS, r = 0%, 5%, 10%, 
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FIG. 4.10 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS-EFFECT OF 
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4,8,4 Mean Annual Flow 
A similar investigation was made assuming that the mean annual flow used 
in deriving the linear policy was incorrectly estimated, Sets of inflow data 
96 years long were generated assuming that the estimated mean was in error by 
-10%, -5%, 0%, 5% and 10%, 
Again, the results in Figure 4,11 of routing these data sets through 
the storage were predictable, Figure-4,11 shows the shortage index increasing 
and the average returns decreasing as the true mean f'low reduces, 
4,8,5 Standard Deviation of Annual Flows 
Similar data sets were generated assuming the estimated standard devia-
tion of annual flows was in error by -30%, -15%, 0%, 15% and 30%, 
Figure 4,12 illustrates the result from routing these data sets through 
the storage, 
Here the average return increases slightly and the shortage index 
decreases as the true standard deviation decreases, 
4,9 SUMMARY 
A rule for releasing water from the Manorburn Dam has been derived using 
a simulation-optimization-regression approach, With the objective of maxim-
izing the expected present value of annual returns, the rule gives anticipated 
releases for an irrigation season as a linear function of the volume in storage 
at the beginning of the season, 
The bilinear benefit function which actually applied to the syste~ did 
not value steadiness in supplies between seasons, For this reason an approxi-
mating quadratic benefit function was used in the analysis, This would cause 
a small upward bias in all the average annual return figures quoted, 
The derived real-time policy closely approximates the deterministic 
solution, In this situation there is little value in knowing future flows; 
absolute maximum returns were only about 0,7% greater than expected maximum 
returns for real'....time opera.'tion. 
• l. , .. 
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FIG. 4.12 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS- EFFECT OF 
INCORRECTLY ESTIMATING STANDARD 
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This verifies the intuitive observation that a large storage volume 
is a gqod hedge 1against an uncertain futuTe. 
On average, the derived optimal linear policy gave a 0,4% improvement 
over the present policy in terms of average annual returns, 
Neve.rthe:].ess the present policy·may be more desirable because of its 
ability to 111ake ·more reliable predictions of seasonal releases, 
Average annual returns WElre not greatly affected by possible serial 
correJ_ation of annual inflows, or bf variations in, the annual interest rate, 
They were, however, quite noticeably chan~ed by possible errors in the mean 
annual flow, Errors in estimating the standard deviation of the annual flows 
had little effect ion annual returns·, 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
OPERATlON OF A HYDRO-THERMAL POWER SYSTEM 
5,-1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes a second more complex example of the application 
of the three step simulation-optimization-regression concept for deriving 
operating rules, As in Chapter 4, operation with the derived real-time 
policy is qompared to t~e global optimum obtained from direct dynamic pro-
gramming solutions for particular sets of inflow data, 
The example'taken is the Waitaki hydro-electric power system in the 
South Island, New Zealand. 
Prior to the development of this syttem, outflows from three natural 
lakes, Tekapo, Pukaki and Ohau, combined to form the Waitaki River, Two 
smaller rivers, the Ahuriri and the Hakataramea enter the Waitaki downstream, 
As a fully developed hydro-electric power system, the Waitaki River "is 
shown in Figure 5,1, 
eight power stations, 
This system involves a chain of dams, power canals and 
' . 
Part of this system is in operation and the remainder 
is scheduled for construction,,t-
This hydro-electric system is a segment of the national power system 
which is in the form of an interconnected grid incorporating both hydro and 
thermal power generating plants. 
In reality, an operating policy for the Waitaki segment cannot be con-
sidered in isolation from the rest of the national system, Quantities of 
power to be generated by the Waitaki system over any time interval will be 
dependent on many factors, important ones being; the availability of thermal 
plant, the water storage and the flow situations at hydro plants within and 









outside the Waitaki system, the national load, and the transmission line 
losses between generating and consuming centres, 
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Furthermore, operation is within an unsteady environment; change is 
the norm, Power demands, which vary by seasons within a year, generally in-
crease between years, As new hydro and thermal stations are constructed, old 
thermal plants are relegated to standby roles, and others are scrapped, Fuel 
costs fluctuate, and with technological improvement the efficiency of new 
thermal plants !increases, In contrast, hydro power plants have long lives; 
their efficiency is high and is unlikely to be improved in the future. Load 
centres grow unevenly as popula~ion and industry increase more rapidly in some 
parts of the country than in others, Piscoveries of new fuel reserves such as 
naturai gas offer new generating possibilities, 
In addition, within any particular hydro-electric system, other purposes 
such as flood control, recreation and fishing may need to be considered, 
Hydrologic uncertainty introduces further difficulty, 
All these features combine to make the definition of an operating 
policy for an interconnected hydro-thermal power system a complex 'problem, 
Models for solution necessarily require simplifying assumptions and 
approximations, 
The model to be described in this chapter has a number of these, but it 
is based on a real system, and does take particular account of hydrologic 
uncertainty, 
5,2 p~r~]J'TION OF THE WAITAKI HYDRO-ELECTRIC SYSTEM 
Within the fully developed system which is illustrated in Figure .5,1, 
eight power stations are proposed, Details of these are given in Table 5,f. 
Active storage volumes of the dams are given in Table 5,2, Outflows from 
Lake Ohau are uncontroiled, but the dams at the outlets of Tekapo and Pukaki 
provide active storage volumes that can hold wet season runoff for power 































TABLE 5. 1 
POWER STATION :~ETAILS 
(4) ( 5) (6) 
Efficiency Power Energy 
S-station Cusec/Mw· p, 
~-machine GwhJ1000 
0.8 S 160 
,89 .M 28 
o.87 s 714 
--~ 
. 0,87 S 80 
·0.87 S 99 
i 
' I 
42.5 ,92 M 
,92 M 111,1 
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Within the operating ranges for Lakes Benmore, Aviemore and Waitaki, 
only relatively small volumes of storage are available, and effectively the 
generating plant below each of these lakes are constant head, 
Lakes Aviemore and Waitaki are relatively small in area and the volumes 
obtained by drawing these lakes down are small compared to the volumes avail-
able at Pukaki and Tekapo, Benmore, however, when full, .has a surface area of 
19,000 acres, compared with 23,200 acres for Tekapo (full) and 42,100 acres 
for Pukaki (full). If an operating range of say 20 feet were allowed for 
Benmore instead of the 0,5 feet indicated in Table 5,2, an additional active 
stora~e volume of 179,000 CSD would be available, Thus in terms of month-by-
month operation, there are three storages in this system, 
Under the conditions of a dry winter with the other two large storages 
drawn down, this additional volume at Benmore could be most useful, However, 
as indicated in Table 5,2, the New Zealand Electricity Department does not 
intend to use this volume, 
For this reason, and also because the conjunctive operation problem for 
a three lake system implies a three state variable dynamic programming problem, 
which is computationally very demanding to solve directly, the extra volume 
available at Benmore will not be considered here, Instead, the conjunctive 
operation problem for the volumes available at Tekapo and Pukaki, a two state 
variable problem, will be solved, 
Further, if Benmore is held at a fixed level, the only variable head 
power station in the system, No,1 in Figure 5,1, is at the outlet of Lake 
Tekapo, 
After this station, controlled releases from Tekapo are diverted through 
a power canal to Lake Pukaki, passing through one further station on the way, 
Controlled releases from Lake Pukaki merge with the outflows from Lake Ohau 
and pass through power stations 3, 4 and 5 before entering Lake Benmore, 
Ahuriri River enters Lake Benmore directly, as do spills from Tekapo and 




With three storages, the hydro system is represented by the flow chart 
in Figure 5,2. Inflows to the system are represented by q1, q2 , qJ and q4 , 
which correspond to the flow recording stations 1, 2, J and 4 listed in Table 
2,1, Statistical analyses of the monthly flow records for these stations 
have been described in Chapter 2, A multivariate model to represent monthly 
flows at these stationi;i is described in Chapter J, 
For continuity, overflows from storages, and seepage and evaporation 
~osse~ are' also s~own, 
The long range operating problem £or.the.system outlined in Figure 5,2 
is to allocate water between current and future-use •. The ·long range problem 
is considered in terms of month-by-month decision making, (In this chapter, 
a month is defined as a standard time unit of 30,44 days; this is a slight 
change from the calendar definition used in Chapters 2 and J,) 
There is also an interesting short term problem which is not examined 
here - how best to· meet the instantaneous power demands during a day, 
5, J MODEL OF HYDRO THERMAL POWER SYSTElM 
5,J,1 Introduction 
When other possible purposes of the Waitaki system, such as recreation 
and irrigation, are neglected, and the active storage available at Benmore is 
taken as zero, there remains the long range operating problem of allocating 
water in Lakes Tekapo and Pukaki (storages A and Bin Figure 5,2) between 
current and future use, 
If the Waitaki system was independent of other generating plant, and 
was to be operated by a concern which supplied power to com;umers, a contract 
·-
would specify levels of "firm" energy supplies to consumers for specified time 
periods, with penalties for failure to deliver the full "firm" supplies, In 
:, 
addition, "non-firm" or "dump" power, genecrated in times of good inflows with 
water which would otherwise be spilled to waste, might'be sold at cheap rates, 
In this situation the objective in operation of maximizing the present value 
FIG. 5.2 FLOW CHART FOR PROPOSED 
SYSTEM 







































of revenue less operation, maintenance and repair costs would be reasonable! 
this is analogous to the objective in operating the Manorburn Irrigation Dam, 
which was described in Chapter 4. 
5,3,2 Generating Costs 
In reality, the system is part of a national grid, and if a power load 
·/. 
is not met by generation within the Waitaki, it must be generated elsewhere, 
-
since power shortages 1:1,re not admissible, Alternative sources are thermal 
plants, and other hydro plants outside the Waitaki, 
In a steady system, all the plant has been constructed and the load is 
constant from one year to· i:1-nother, In terms of real-time month-by-.month 
operation, capital costs are irrelevant, the aim should be to minimize the 
present value of generating 9osts, 
Generating costs are subdivided as; (a) fuel and operation, mainten-
ance and repair (O,M,R,) costs for thermal plants and (b) O,M,R, costs for 
hydro plants, In comparison with thermal plants, generating costs for hydro 
plants are low and are largely independent of the quantities of power generated 
by a plant, 
In contrast, thermal generating costs are much greater and are 
expected to be related to quantitie:;, of power generated, Costs are expected 
to rise rapidly as the thermal energy output increases because; 
(1) Increased quantities of fuel are required, 
(2) Plants such as gas turbines, designed specifically for peak load 
running, are inefficient and expensive to use for high load factor base load 
operation, 
(3) Old standby plants brought into operation to meet increased loads 
"\_. 
.. 
are exp$nsive to opera~e in comparison to new.more efficient thermal plants, 
Thus thermal generating costs are expec;:ted to increase rapidly as'the 
rate of energy output increases, 
On a monthly ba~is, the cost of thermal energy can be approximated by 
a po],ynotnial·function of the type -
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C + 0 1 gn + 02 
2 3 ( 5:.. 1) = C gn + c3 gn. + • • • • • n 0 
where C n :is the thermal cost for the nth month, 
are constants,-, 
I 
gn is the quantity of theTmal energy generated in the nth month, 
Equation (5-1) is an a;pproxims.tion to an unknown cost function, which 
probably has discrete steps as more costly plants come into operation to meet 
increased loads, Quadratic and linear cost functions have been used in this 
type of study (Little, 1955), 
In this study, quadrc;1tic costs w;i..11 be assumed, Taking cQ and~c1 = O, 
2 
c2 g ,n (5-2) 
Estimated on 1968 costs, c2 = 0,0005, where g is in Gwh (Kwh x 1000), and . n 
C is in$ x 1000, Thermal generating costs are the 1 only costs considered n 
here, ThVs, provided c2 is positive, its numerical value does not affect an 
operating po~icy, Of course the outcome from using a particular policy, 
measured in terms of thermal costs, is dependent on c2, 
5,3,3 Energy Load 
As an approximation in setting up a model to study the operation of the 
i 
Waitaki hydro-electric power stations, alternative hydro generation available 
in other parts of the country ~ill be neglected, The Waitaki stations, in 
conjunction witJ:\·,;thermal power stations, will be required to generate given 
monthly energy loads, 
Under average conditions, the annual energy output from the Waitaki 
stations is expected to be 8566 GM!:/year, Assuming that the expected annual 
thermal load is 10% of the expected hydro load, the combined annual load is 
9423 Gwh, 
The a:verage l!lonthly load pattern for the national system is given in 
col9mn 2 of Table 5,3, This pattern is in terms of an arbitrary power unit; 
the maximum occurs in month 5, Monthly energy loads K. in column 3 of Table 
J 
5,J are obtained by dividing out the annual load in accordance with this 
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TABLE 5,3 
MONTHLY POWER LOADS 
·. 
( 1) (2) (3) 
Month % of 1 P,U, Load (Gwh/month) 
j 
(1 P,U, ~ 982 Gwh/~onth) 
K., 
J 
1 (Jan) 72 704 
2 79 77tv 
3 89 873 
4 96 940 
5 100 982 
6 9J 912 
7 82 803 
8 75 71+5 
9 7?- 704 
10 65 637 
11 67 057 
12 72 704 
pattern, It is assumed t~t this set-of loads will be the same for each 
year of operation, 
5,3,4 Objective 
The objective in operation over a period of N months is taken as 
minimizing the present value of thermal generating costs, 
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Given the power load in the nth month as Kn, ~et Hn be the quantity 
of hydro power generated, Thus the thermal power requirement is; 
= K - H n n (5-3) 
H > K corresponds to the generation of dump: power with water which n n 
would ot_pe:rwise be spilled, In this case gn =; 0, Dump power is not valued 
in this study, 
Cn' the cost of generating gn thermal units, is given by (5-2), The 
present value of the cost of operating the system over N periods is given by 
N 
PV = r; 





where r is the monthly discount rate, r is taken to give an 
equivalent annual discount '.)'.'q,te of 8%. 
The objective assumed in operating the combined hydro-thermal power 
system is the minimization of the present value of generating costs, giyen. 
by (5-4), 
5,3,5 Seepase and Evap~ration Lo~ 
Losses from the stol;'ag_es are mainly in the form of seepage and 
evaporation, 
Seepage is a function of the geological conditions at the storage and 
in the power canals.. Little information on the evaluation of seepage losses 
is 13,vailable. Probably they are low, because the fine glacial silt carried in 
the water tends to seal po~ous soils, In this study, seepage losses are 
neglected, 
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Net evapor1;l.tion from a storage surface is dependent on the. time of year, 
The loss Lin the nth month is approximated by the expression 
L ;= A , (E p .,. R ) , 
n n n (5-5) 
where A 
n 
is the surface area in the nth month, computed as the area 
corresponding to the average of initial and final volumes 
in storage in the ntp month, 
E is the exp~cted pan evaporation in the nth month, n 
p is the open water reduction factor :::; 0,8, 
R is n the expected rainfall in the nth month, 
Areas of the storage surfaces were computed from the appropriate eleva-
tion/area and elevation/volume curve~. fan evaporation figures were mean 
recordings taken from a soil conservation station within the region, Average 
monthly rainfall figures were f~om records made at Lake Tekapo, These are 
taken as representative figures 'which are applied over the whole region, 
Net evaporation losses:are relatively small; peak values in summer 
monthE; are about 1% of the active storage volumes, 
. 5,3;6 
The general functional equation of dynamic programming was described· 
in Chapter 1, This equation is rewritten for the specific system shown in 
Figure 5,2, but not taking account of storage C, the volume available at 
Benmore, -Define; 
SA as i;,h(;l active storage volume at Tekapo, 
SB the active storage volume at Pukaki, 
DA the maximum discharge through turbines at Tekapo, 
DB the maximum useful release from Pukaki, 
sA' sB the volumes stored in A and Bat the beginning of the 
nth month, 




dA' dB the releases from A and B during the nth month, 
q1 , q2 , q3, q4, the inflows to the system during the nth month, 
Cn (sA' sB' dA' dB), the cost of thermal generation in the nth 
month, as calculated from (5-2) and (5-3), 
I 
s \)' LA'(sA' the loss from A during the nth month, 
½3 (sB' s I B), the loss from B during the nth month, 
' 
ZA' ZB' the volume of spills from A and B during the nth month, 
fn (si,sB) the present value of thermal costs for n future 
periods of operation starting with volumes sA and sB 
in storage and following an optimal policy throughout, 
It follows that fn_ 1 (s'A, s'B) is the present value -
of thermal costs for (n-i) future periods of operation. 
(5-6) 
subject to the following constraints; 
' (sA + qa - 1A (sA, s 'A))) 
' (sA + qi - dA - 1~ (sA, s'A))). 
s i = min (s B B 
z,B max ( O, 





Evaporation losses are evaluated in terms of the mean volume in storage 
during the nth•interval, This causes s'A and s'B to appear in the right hand 
sides of (5-8) and (5-10) respectively, Explicit solutions for s'A and s'B 
are not undertaken, Since losses are small (1% or less of stored volumes), 
initial estimates of s'A and s'B are made by neglecting the loss terms in 
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(5-8) and (5-10), With these estimates, mean stored volumes a~d hence surface 
areas and losses are found, With these losses, revised estimates of s'A and 
s'B are· obtained from (5-8) and (5-10• respectively, 
5,3,8 Estimation of Energy Output 
Define hi as the e·nergy output from the ith station during a particular 
month, and Pi as the energy output constant in Gwh/1000 CSD, 
corresponding to full head are in the 6th column of Table 5,1. 
P. values 
1. 
At the outlet from storage A, station 1 has a .variable head, depending 
on the stored volume, To estimate energy output ,during a particular month, 
the head corresponding to the mean stored volume is used, 
Thus the energy output from station 1 is 
h X p 
1 104 ' 1 'dA 
where x is the head corresponding to the mean stored volume, 
.. 
P1 is the energy constant in Gwh/1000 CSD corresponding to a 
full head of 104 feet, 
dA is release through the turbines in CSD x 1000, 







d' min ( 
where d' is the 





p2 . dA 
4, 5, 
P.d' (i "' 3, 4, 5) 1. 
(q3 + dB)' D')' 
discharge through 3, 4, and 5, 
maximum discharge througp. 3, 4, and 
7 and 8, 
P.d',' 
1. \ 




d" =<= min ( ( q3 + q4 + dB + z A + ZB) , D") 
where d" is the discharge through 6 , 7 and 8, 
and D" is the maximum discharge through 6, 7 and 8. 
Maximum useful discharges are shown as "full load flow'' in column 
7 of Table 5, 1. 
5, 4 SOLUTION OF' THE MODEL 
5,4.1 Co!!!P.uter Program 
To numerically solve the functional equation (5-6) a computer program 
was written in FORTRAN IV for implementation on the IBM 360/44 installation 
at the Canterbury University Computer Centre, 
,-
Discrete levels of storage volumes and releases specified for the 
storages A and B y1ere (in CSD x 1000) 
·-
Storage Step Size Maxm, Vol. No~. possible Max, Rel. . No, possible 
(i.e, active storage release 
storage) levels le-vels -· -· 
A 34 272 9 136 5 
B 40 760 •.) 20 520 14 
The 5-40 year sets of inflow data described in Chapter 3 were used to 
obtain five corresponding sets· of optimal releases and storage levels, 
An extra 12 months data was added at the end of each 40 year flow 
, 
sequence, Carrying the optimization through this extra 12 months removed 
most of the influence of the terminal state (at the end of the 41st year) 
from the 40 years of deterministic solution, Thus the 40 years of solution is 
"steady-state" - expected costs are constant for each of the 40 years, 
Results for the 41st year were discarded, 
As programmed by the author, the time taken by the deterministic 
optimization phase of the program for a 41 year sequence of flow data was 97 
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minutes. This execution time is linearly dependent on the number of years 
covered and represents approximately 12 seconds per month. The execution 
time is a function of the number of storage and release step's. 
The particular combination of step sizes and length of record chosen 
here gave a suitable execution time, whilst the storage requirements of the 
program remained within the capabilities of the installation. No attempt was 
map.e to reduce this time requirement, although several courses of action were 
open: 
(1) increase the step sizesp 
(2) :cewritep in more efficient ASSEMBLER language,· that part of 
the FOR'I'RAN programp some 32 statements, within which most 
of the execution time was spent, 
(J) reduce the number of seasons considered within a year to say 6 
or 4, giving a bimonthly or a quarterly operating problem, 
Further details of the program and an analysis of storage requirements 
for solving dynamic programming problems are given in Appendix I. 
5,4,2 Results 
The minimum annual cost for operation with each data, set is given in 
column 2 of Table 5,4. Standard deviations of annual costs are in column 2 
of Table 5, 5. 
Data D,P, soln. 
Set 






TABLE 1 5.4 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS 
(Thousands of.dollars) 
c. 
Real-time oper1,t tion · with 
from data set no. 
i 2 3 4 
(3) (4} (5) ( 6) 
- 228 225 224 
143 - ,131 136 
159 141 - 152 
165 164 161 -











Data D.P. soln, 
Set 







ST, DEVS, OF ANNUAL COSTS 
(Thousands of dollars) 
Real-time operation with policy 
from data set ~o. 
1 2· J 4 5 
(3) ( 4) (5) 1£.L (7) 
- 177 17-5 166 181 
93 - 113 104 124 
76 107 - 88 101 
82 118 111 - 111 
78 111 104 94 -
143 
To illustrate the results of dynamic programming deterministic policy 
solutions,a four year period of storage behaviour analysis is plotted in 
'Figures 5,3 and 5.5 
The full line in Figure 5,3 shows optimal storage volumes for A and B 
through years 10 and 11 of data set 5; similarly 9 optimal volumes through 
years 12 and 13 are in Figure 5.5 
Dashed lines in Figure 5,4 show the inflow volumes q1, q2 and (q3 + q4) 
for years 10 and 11, and inflows for years 12 and 13 are in Figure 5,6, For 
comparison the mean inflows for all 40 years of the data set are plotted with 
- -.- ::r-
full lines in Figures 5,4 and 5.6, 
Monthly thermal generating costs for these four years of deterministic 
solution are the full lines in Figure 5,7. Annual totals for each of the years 
are in the first row of Table 5,6, 
TABLE 5.6 
ANNUAL COSTS FOR SAMPLE PERIOD FROM DATA SET 5 
(Thousands of dollars) 
YeaT Average for 40 yrs 
10 11 12 13 of data set 5 (as in Table 5.4) 
Deterministic soln, 18 151 216 294 123 
Real-time policy 
(derived from data 
set 4) 
51 152 130 521+ 214 
FIG. 5.3 STORAGE BEHAVIOUR ANALYSES FOR YEARS 10.11 
deterministic solution 
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Figure 5,4 shoys that inflows in year 10 were frequently above average, 
(Note the effect of the interstation correlat:ik>ns; flows high at one statio1;1 
imply high flows at the other stations). In this year water was plentiful 
and the thermal costs (in Figure 5.7) were very low. Both storages over-
flowed for a period and neither emptied (Figure 5.3). 
In year 11, q2 and (q3 + q4) tended to be below average (Figure 5,4), 
and Figure 5,3 shows the storages drawn well down in months 9 and 10. Larger 
thermal costs were incurred in this year. 
An interesting feature of the deterministic solution is the way it 
handles a dry spell, Figure 5,6 shows the period from month 12 of year 12 to 
month 9 of year 13 as being much drier than average, It is especially dry, in 
the first two months of year 13. 
Because the deterministic solution effectively "knows in advance" that 
a dry spell is approaching, it is able to take action to moderate the effect, 
It does this from the beginning of month 4 of year 12 by incurring moderate 
thermal costs and building up stores in A particularly, By the end of this 
year the storages are relatively high (Figure 5. 5). 
These supplies are rationed optimally through to the end of month 9 of 
year 13 when both storages become empty, Steady costs.-are incurred through 
this period (Figure 5,7). From month 10, with a low load and inflows picking 
up, costs become zero. For year 13, thermal costs total $294,000, compared 
with the average of $123,000. 
The important point here is that a dry spell was ant~cipated more than 
eight months in advance and that action was taken by incurring moderate thermal 
costs over a period of 18 months, In this way extreme hydro power shortages 
and their associated high costs are reduced substantially. 
Many example9 of this type of behaviour could be extracted from the 
opti~al data. That given here serves as a good example. The problem is now 
to hse the optimal data to derive a real-time operating policy. 
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5,4,3 Derivation of the Real-Time Policy 
For each 40 year solution, multiple regression was·used to determine 
functions of the type 
ciA = f ( s A , SB ) , 
dB = g (sA' sB), l 
Regression results from fitting the 
cl.A = ao + a1 SA + a2 SB' 






are given in Appendix U, For each of the five data sets, 24 policy functions 
were obtained, one per storage for each month of the year, 
Over half of the F values given in Appendix IIr;a:rer·signif,i:eaht'0 at1·.t.he 
95% level; implying that over half the multiple correlation coefficients are 
significant, The explanation of dA and dB provided by these functions is 
re).ated to the seasonal nature of the storage behaviour.analyses •. 
Of the non-significant F values, many occur for the functions pertaining 
to months 10, 11, 12 and 1, These are the months of late spring, and summer, 
when water is usually plentiful (Figure 2,1), At this time of year storages 
are filling after the winter drawdown and power demands are at their lowest 
and can mostly be met with hydro generation, mxcept for dry spells, these 
months are non-critical, 
Releases in these months will depend on the volume of flows to come 
during the rest of the summer and through the fall and winter, If these flows 
are belo\1 average, it is already time to start conserving .supplies by using 
moderate amounts of thermal generation, If these flows are above average, 
I ,•n~• 
little thought needs to be given to the future and hydrogeneratiori can be 
used almost exclusively, Not havhlg information about futu;t'e inflows, a real-
time policy for these_ months can do no better than to assume aver1:1,ge inflows 
and specify an average release, As the regression analysis indicated, 
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releases for these months are largely independent of the current+y stored 
volumes, 
Months 2 and 3, in the late summer and early autumn, correspond to the 
time when storages, if not already full, should be filling, After month 2, 
inflows tend to taper off and the power load increases with the onset of 
'!' 
winter, 
The winter drawdown starts around month 4, with the heaviest power 
loads for the year in months l,1, and 5, About half the F values for months 
2, 3 and 4 are significant at the 9 5% level. 
Of the F values for months 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, 82% are significant, Most 
of the releases for these months are dependent on the volumes in the ;storages, 
As the winter drawdown, continues through months 7, 8 and 9, stored water may 
run out, Supplies remaining at the end of month 9 may be used in months 10 
and 11 if spring inflows are below average. Of the total period covered in 
the deterministic optimization, storage A was emptied 1% of the time and 
storage B 6% of the time, All of the times that A was empty and 93% of the 
times B was empty were during months 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, 
In summary, a real-time policy as derived here consists of linear 
functions of the type (5-12) for all months except 10, 11, 12 and 1, when 
mean releases are specified, 
5,5 REAL-TIME OPERATION 
Each of the five sets of policies defined in Appendix II are sample 
estimates of a real-time policy derived from population data, Use of this 
population policy over a period of years gives the "expected", rather than 
the "absolute" average annual cost which the determinist:j..c solution provides, . . ' 
Given these linear policy estimates in Appendix II, the following 
questions arise: 
1. How variable are these policy Elstimates - do 40 years of determinis.tic 
solution enable a good estimate to be made of the population policy? 
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2, How do these real-time policy functions work out in actual operation -
does the behaviour of the storages operated with a real-time policy 
resemble their behaviour under the deterministic solution for a given 
set of inflows - how do expected annual costs compare wii'h absolute 
annual costs? 
3, Are flow forecasts one or more months ahead likely to reduce expected 
annual costs? 
4. How does operation with a derived real-time policy compare with the 
planned operating procedure of the New Zealand Electricity Department? 
' This question is only valid if one is satisfied that the two storage 
model used here closely approximates the real system. 
The implications of these questions occupy the remainder of this 
chapter, 
5,5,1 VariabilitY._2f Policy Estimat~s 
From each one of the five data sets, an estimate of a policy for real-
time operation has been obtained, 
To find how these policy estimates varied between themselves, and how 
they compared with deterministic solutions, each policy was used to operate 
the storage behaviour model, 
One data set has been used to derive each:policy, With each policy, 
the remaining four data sets were routed through the model to simulate real-
time operation runs; in total 20 real-time runs were made, 
Average annual returns from each of these runs are shown in columns 
3 to 7 of Table 5,4, Standard deviations of annual costs are in corresponding 
positions in Table 5,5, 
Real-time operating costs in T~ble 5,4 ~re estimates of the expected 
average annualoos,ts for operating the model, as distinct from the absolute 
average annual costs given by the deterministic solutions, Provided that the 
linear-policy functions used here are the appropriate way to express the real-
time policy, the expected costs obtained here should be equivalent to thpse 
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from a direct stochastic dynamic programming solution, were such a solution 
feasible, 
There is a small amount of variation in expected costs in Table 5,4 
for different real-time policies, In particular, the policy derived from 
data set 1 always gives greater costs than do policies from the other data 
sets, On the other hand, the standard deviation of costs with the policy 
from data set 1, is always less than the standard deviation of costs with 
other policies (Table 5,5), This particular policy might be described as 
more conservative than the others. 
The variability in expected costs along the rows of Table 5,4 repres-
ents variability from using a linear policy ~stimated from sample data, rather 
than a linear policy based on population data, To reduce this variability, 
the standard length of 40 years used in estimating a sample policy must be 
increased, 
5,5,2 Comparison of Deterministic Solution and Real-Time Operation 
The expected costs in Table 5,4 are on average 28% gre~ter than the 
corresponding absolute costs, We note here that this definite distinction 
between expected and absolute costs was not present in the example reported in 
Chapter 4, 
The gap between expected and absolute costs might be narrowed by find-
ing functional forms of (5-11) that fit the optimal data better than the 
linear forms (5-12). This possibility has already been touched on by trying 
quadratic functions, but no significant improvement in the explained variation 
of dA and dB was achieved, To the author, it seems unlikely that other 
functional forms will be improvements over the linear forms, 
The deterministic solution for a four year period has been plotted 
with full lines in Figures 5,3 and 5,5, For comparison, the equivalent segment 
from a real-time operation run, that using the policy derived from data set 4, 
is ~hown by dashE?d lines in Figures 5,3 and 5,5. Annual totals for the two 
sets of thermal costs are gi!ven in Table 5, 6, 
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Through years 10 and 11, the two solutions follow each other closely. 
At times the two storage curves ~epart from each other, but in many instances 
this happens in the opposite direction for each storage, Examples of this are 
between months 4 and 9 of year 10 and months 7 and 10 of year 11 in Figure 5.3, 
In these instances the total potential energy stored in the system by each 
solution is much closer than is apparent at first glance. 
The real-time operation through the dry period of year 13 incurs a high 
cost relative to the deterministic solution (Figure 5, 7), This is not a weak-
ness of the real-time policy as such, Rather it is an illustratiori of the 
inability of real-time ope:i;:-ating policies to allow for future dry spells to 
the same extent as the deterministic solutiori, Thus in year 12, one before 
the dry year, the thermal cost for real-time operation was $123,000; this is 
$86,000 less than that for the deterministic solution, However, through this 
year,the deterministic solution built up substantial reserves, and the costs 
incurred through the following dry year were much less than those for the 
real-time operation (see Figure 5,7 and Table 5,6), 
5,6 FLOW FORECASTING 
An important advantage of the deterministic algorithm over other 
solution techniques is that flow forecast information can be readily utilized 
by incorporating it as "independent" va:i;iables in the policy functions ( 5-11), 
Value· judgements on the worth o;f forecasts of a given reliability can be made 
by assessing real-time operating costs with and without forecasts. A balance 
exists between costs of obtaining more reliable forecasts and reductions 
achieved in operating costs (Y9ung, 1966). 
At the beginning of _each month, two information sourcE)s can contribute 
to forecasts; 
(1) To the ~xtent that serial correlation exists between flows, the 
flow o . in the (n-1 )th month can be used to obtain a least squares estimate "'n-1 
of the flow~ in the nth month: thus assuming a covariance stationary model 
n 
for a single station, from (2-21) we have 
where 
q - Q. 
n J 
S, 
"" ~s· J · • r( 1) ' ( q 1 - Q' 1) . 1 n- J-J-
~ is an estimate of q, made at the beginning of the nth 
n 
month, In the present case, incorporation of qn_ 1 terms into the policy 
functions did not improve estimates of dA and dB, This might have been 
expected~ priori, since serial correlations for flows within the Waitaki 
were low (Table J.6), 
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(2) Additional information X, known at the beginning of the nth n . 
month may be used to forecast flows one or more months ahead, Thus in general, 
;=a q (q 1, X ) n- n 
In the Waitaki, the most likely source of the information X will be n 
from snow surveys, Preliminary snow surveys have been undertaken in the area 
for the last five years, The data obtained in these surveys indicate the 
difficulties of snow surveying in New Zealand conditions, As given by Chinn 
(1970); these are; 
(a) The uneven distribution of snowpack. This unevenness occurs 
because the snow catchments are exposed to strong prevailing winds which re-




The erratic build-up of snowpack in the winter. Rain and melt-
ing are likely to occur at any time and there is no particular date for 
maximum snow accumulation, The variability in runoff from rainfall can over-
shadow the variability in runoff due to snowmelt, making validation of fore-
casts difficult, 
This contrasts with continential regions ·where snow runoff forecasting 
is carried out, Continent,ial climates give an almost steady snowpack build-up 
to a maximum, followed by a steady depletion. This takes place over a defined 
season with limited winter melt, 
At pre~ent in New Zealand it is not feasible to attempt to forecast 
snowmelt runoff on the basis of snow-survey information, 
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5,7 EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL 
' This chapter has demonstrated the power and versatility of deterministic 
dynamic programming coupled with streamflow simulation, No other optimizing 
approach is currently capable of deriving an optimum real-time policy for a 
two storage model whilst taking account of the complex stochastic hydrology 
of this system, 
A more realistic model of the system would allow usable storage at 
Benmore as well, giving a three state variable problem, The computational 
difficulties implied by this are described :i,n Appendix I, but a solution should 
still be feasible if the program +efinements suggested in section 5,4.1 are 
adopted, 
A further step towards reality would be a model including other hydro 
plants and other storages outside the Waitaki, The hydrology of this problem 
should not present difficulties, Provided that lag-one, log-normal models are 
appropriate for monthly flow series, the multistream flow generating model 
described in Chapter 3 can be applied, 
Difficulty would arise in solving the functional equation: a direct 
solution is no longer feasible, 
Fukao and Nureki (1962), describe a successive approximation technique 
for finding an opt'imum policy for a power system which incorporated hydro and 
thermal generation, Each hydroplant was on a separate stream, and the object-
ive in operation was to minimize thermal costs. The technique relies on 
approxination in policy space; this works in the following way: 
1, Assume an operating policy for each storage. 
2, For one storage de:r:'ive an optimum policy, using the assumed policies 
for the remaining $torages, 
J. For the particular storage, replace_.the assumed policy with the 
optimum policy, 
4. Repeat (2) and (3) for eac~ storage, 
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5, Repeat (2), (3) and· (4) until operating costs converge to a steady 
value, 
For the case examined, convergence to a steady state was found to be 
quite rapid, This technique of successive approximations is worth investigat-
' 
ing with a view to applying it to the system described herein. The weakness 
' of this technique is that it gives no general assurance that the policies 
derived are associated with a global optimum, and not a local optimum. 
5,7,1 Further Analyses 
With the models described, the analys~s undertaken can be extended in 
many ways, especially with respect to using alternative estimates for many of 
the system parameters, For instance; 
(1) Only one set of energy loads was considered, Others are poss-
ible, differing both in their magnitude and in their month-to-month pattern. 
(2) The dam at Pukaki has yet to be built, After finding an optimal 
policy for each of a range of storage sizes for this dam, a benefit-cost 
analysis could be undertaken to define an optimal dam size, In addition, 
alternative generating capacities for,stations 2 1 3, 4 and 5, which have yet 
to be built, could also be examined, 
) 
(3) Thermal costs were crudely approximated with a quadratic function. 
Intuitively, this shape is correct, but work is required to define the costs 
more clearly, 
(4) On~y one value of the interest rate was used: others are 
possible, Hqwever, this parameter should not be.important, The problem dealt 
with here has been the allocation of water between months, and particularly 
through dry spells which at the most last for 12 to 18 months, This differs 
from the irrigation system examined in Chapter 4, where the problem was year-
by-year water allocation, and the time value of. money was relatively more 
important, 
5,8 SUMMARY 
This chapter has described the de:rd,v.ation of a long term storage 
operating policy for a model of a hydro~thermal power system, 
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Certain simplifications, necessary to set up the model, restrict the 
applicability of the derived policy to the aci;,ual operating problem, 
Nevertheless, the approach used here, that of simulation - deterministic 
optimization - linear regression, holds promise for tackling more complex 
models that are closer to the real system, 
An important advantage of the approach used is its ability to cope 
with a complex stochastic hydrology, Although lag-one Markov models were 




SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
6.1 THESIS SUMMARY 
Chapter One of this thesis outlined the process of planning for water 
resources development, It J?ostulated that the formulation of a policy for 
real-time operation of st9rages is part of this planning process. Alternative 
optimizing techniques which have been used in water resource system design 
were briefly reviewed, 
One way to take account of the stochastic nature of river flows in 
deriving a real-time policy was to use a three step process, coupling stream-
flow simulation and deterministic dynamic programming with linear regression, 
This process was illustrated in Figure 1. 3. 
Chapters Two and Three '?·ontain statistical analyses of monthly flow 
data from some New Zealand rivers, 
Chapter Two describes the analysis and synthesis of single data series, 
It was shown that the monthly flow series can be represented by lag-one log-
normal Markov models, Important statistical parameters in this analysis and 
synthesis were the monthly means, standard deviations and skewness coefficients, 
and the lag-one serial correlation coefficients,· 
When considering flow series for several streams within a region, 
between-station correlations represent parameters additional to those for the 
single station models. Chapter Three described and tested a mu+ti-stream 
model which operated in terms of the at~station parameters and the between-
station correlations, 
Chapters Four and Five gave two examples of the application of the 
real-time policy derivation technique, 
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An introductory example in Chapter Four involved year~by-year decision-
making for releases from an irrigation dam, Operation with the derived real-
time policies was compared with deterministic solutions and with operation 
under the currently used policy, Differences of less than 1% were found 
between expected maximum returns using the derived real-'time policy and 
absolut'e maximum returns from the deterministic solution, Further, in terms 
of annual returns, there was little difference between the derived policy and 
that which is currently used, 
A hydro-thermal power system was examined in Chapter Five. For this 
system the multistream model developed in Chapters Two and Three was used to 
simulate-interrelated sequences of flows, The real system was approximated 
L 
by a two storage model, for which real-time policies were derived; the 
objective in operation being taken as the minimization of thermal generating 
costs, 
-·• 
In comparing the real-time policies with deterministic solutions, it 
was noted that expected minimum costs were substantially greater than absolute 
minimum costs, This cost difference, which can be described as the cost of 
uncertainty in flows, could be reduced by forecasting flows one or more months 
ahead, In future, it is likely that snow survey data will provide information 
for forecasting, At present, however, difficulties in establishi.n·g snow 
survey methods make runoff forecasting impossible, 
6,2 DISCUSSION 
Some of the points mentioned in summary warrant further discussion, 
Time series analyses of monthly flow data from seven New Zealand 
rivers are reported, Lag-one log-normal Markov models.fit these data. 
I \ 
These 
models can be used to generate synthetic data, Basic parameters of an hf~toric 
record which are shown to be reproduced in the synthetic data are the monthly 
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means and standard deviations, the skewness coefficient and the lag-one serial 
correlation coefficient, 
Difficulty was encountered in testing the significance of the differences 
between historic and synthetic means and standard deviations, This point, 
covered in detail in Section 3,4,4, arose because the significance test first 
used required estimates of means 'and standard deviations to be normally dis-
tributed about population values. But this requirement is only approximately 
met when logrnormal distributions are used and thus the confidence limits 
established for parameter estimates are only approximate, With a modified ,, 
test, good agreement between historic and synthetic means and standard 
deviations was shown in Figures 2.11, 2,12 and 2,13, 
In three cases some evidence was obtained supporting the use of lag-
two instead of lag~one models, However, the evidence was slight, and was 
-
insufficient to justify the additional complexity, In all but two cases, 
covariance stationary models appeared to be reasonable, 
A muiti-stream generating method due to Matalas (1967b) is described in 
detail and results from applying it to four flow stations within the Waitaki 
River basin are given, Not only are the at-station parameters preserved by 
this procedure, but also the interstation correlations are accounted for, 
Previous results from applying this method (Young and Pisano, 1968-) are 
not satisfactory on the grounds that there is excessive variation between 
historic and synthetic parameters, This variation appears to be due to a 
failure to transpose a matrix, The results reported herein are an improvement, 
The latter part of this thesis illustrates -the use of flow simulation 
coupled with deterministic optimization in deriving real-time operating 
policies, To do this, two water storage systems are examined, and policies 
are obtained for their operation, In discussion it is interesting and 
instructive to ask questions such as "What are the data required in this 
type of study?" "In what directions should efforts be extended in collecting 
data?" "How do the models used here approximate the real si-cuations?" 
'(What are the model limitations?" 
For the optimizing studies described herein, the data requirements are 
quite specific. These are hydrologic and economic. In the present context 
hydrologic data means flow, rainfall, evap;oration and seepage figures 9 and 
storage-elevation curves, Economic data requirements are implied by the 
design criteria listed in Section 1,2, When Btructural sizes and levels of 
; 
output ha,ve l;leen fixed, as was the case in these studies, and the- problem is . ,, 
to define a policy for real-time operation, the list of economic data ;is' sub-
stantially reduced to (a) an interest rate (or a range of possibl~ values) and 
(b) a short,run net benefit or benefit loss function, In the past relatively 
little attention has been given to th\s type of functiori which p~ts values,on 
the losse13 incurred from failures to meet planned or target outputs, 
Data availability was one of the main criteria in choosing the particular 
, -
examples studied, and definitions of net benefit or benefit loss functions 
were readily obtained,, Fo~ the irrigation dam, this function followed directly 
frdm the contracted agreement of charging for quotas and reducing the charge 
~hen water deliveries are short, In the 0ydro system it was given by costing 
alternative thermal energy sources, 
It is important to emphasize that these studies, were operational, and 
that for the pu;rposes of deriving operating policies the absolute values ,of 
costs or benefits are not important, provided the functional form of the 
benefit or benefit.loss function is known, 
This is not the· case in design studi.es where both structural sizes and · 
output levels.are to be optimized; here benefits and costs must be clearly 
defined in absolute terms, · In New Zealand work is needed to define the 
benefits obtained from different water uses and water products and to 
quantitatively evaluate the cost of failures to meet planned or target output 
I 
levels, Until this is done, optimization studies which involve inputs of 
capital cannot be carried through to completion, 
Nevertheless, the approach exa,mined here can ahd should be applied to 
other storage systems where one, two or three storages are involved and 
where real-time operating policies are required, 
To evaluate the usefulness of the models described here in actual 
design and operation studies, judg~ment and experience are required. The 
following comments are pertinent however. 
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The irrigation dam examined was a very simple system and its main 
features have been incorporated in the model. The policy obtained compared 
closely with that which is currently used, If anything it was a slight 
improvement. However, because the currently-used policy greatly reduced the 
risk of failure of anticipated sl,lpplies, it is to be preferred. 
In certain respects the hydro-thermal system examined here is only a 
simplified model of a very complex interconnected generating system. Its 
'. 
major limitation is the restriction to two storages, It is this feature that 
restricts the applicability of the derived policy to operation of the real 
system, Although conceptually straightforward, incorporation of the third 
storage at Benmore would lead to computational restrictions. 
., 
Other limitations are the assumptions of known monthly energy loads and 
of full availability of generating plant, 
Nevertheless, the basis of the model is realistic and important 
advantages of the approach are illustrated, Most notable is the complete 
account taken of an interrelat~d stochastic hydrology; no other optimizing 
approach is capable of this, Although lag-one Markov schemes were appropriate 
here, no restriction is placed on the use of other more complex schemes for 
simulating flow data. Other features that are:readily handled are losses from 
storages, the time ~alue of money and variable head power stations, 
Although not undertaken in the study, variable allocations through the 
year of empty space for flood control storage could be allowed for by adjust-
ing the active storage volumes, In the•: Waitaki, floods are most likely to 
occur in the summer and at this time of year space for flood control could be 
made available by reducing the volumes allocated for active storage, Through 
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the winter, when floods are less likely, flood control storage space could be 
reduced and the volumes allocated for active storage increased, Such opera-
tions should only have minor effects on long-term operation however, since 
generally the storages fill in summer and empty through the winter, and the 
only important parameters will be the active storage volumes made available 
in the summer months, 
In that it applies dynamic programming to the seasonal operation of a 
,' 
two-storage instead of~ one-storage hydro-thermal power system, this study 
is an extension of the work of Little (1955), Also, it extends the·work of 
Young (1966) in applying simulation coupled with deterministic dynamic pro-
gramming and multiple regression to a realistic stochastic operation problem. 
More complex models involving storages outside. the Waitaki basin w~~ld 
give formulations that cannot be solved directly, For these situations, the 
successive approximation techniques described by Fukao and Nureki (1962) are 
worth investigation, 
6,3 CONCLUSIONS 
(1) Lag-one, log-normal Markov models gave good fit for-the monthly 
flow series from seven recording stations, In all but two instances, co-
variance stationary models were appropriate, In three instances there could 
be some justification for lag-two models, 
(2) Streamflow synthesis should be preceded by analysis to determine 
an appropriate model, 
(3) The three step deterministic optimization approach applied in 
real-time policy derivation is a very versatile technique. In particular; 
(a) _·it is not rea±.:ci..ciad to a'linf:lar objective function, but a,s used here, 
a smoothly and monotonically increasing (or decreasing) objective 
function was implied by finding a functional form for the policy; 
(b) the time value of money, which influences the real-time policy, is 
easily accounted for; 
i I 
(c) seepage and evaporation from storages are readily coped with; 
(d) variable head power stations present no difficulty; 
(e) flow forecasts can be incorporated into the policy function; (In 
addition, their worth can be quantitatively assessed,) 
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(f) an absolute optimum policy for deterministic inflows can be obtained 
6· 
and used as a yardstick in examining real-time policies; 
(g) the derived real-time policy need not be restricted to linear functional 
forms; (However, in the examples herein, linear forms were found to be 
appropriate) 
(h) constraints restricting the range of allowable storage and release 
values present no difficulties, They have the advantage of reducing 
the computational effort required. 
(i) stochastic interrelated hydrologies present no difficulties. Inter-
related flow series requiring models more complex than Markov lag-one 
could be coped with - provided an appropriate multivariate model could 
be formµlated, 
(4) The major limitation of the three step deterministic optimization 
approach is computational; direct solutions are only feasible for systems 
which incorporate one, two or perhaps three storages, 
(5) Successive approximation techniques may be able to reduce this 
limitation, These are worth further investigation, 
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APPENDIX I 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND COMPUTING DETAILS 
INTRODUCTION 
To obtain the results described in this thesis, a considerable effort 
was required in all phases of writing, checking, "de-bugging", and executing 
several large computer programs. The intention of this appendix is not to 
give detailed descriptions of these programs, but rather to briefly describe 
the computing facilities used, and to summarize the main steps of the 
programs and to discuss programming features that the author found relevant 
I • to the 1splution of his deterministic dynamic programming problems, 
COMPUTING FACILITIES 
Two different computer installations, the IBM 1130 at Lincoln College, 
and the IBM 360 model 44 at Canterbury University, were used in this study. 
The IBM 1130 has a capacity of 8192 addressible l6 bit words and is 
fitted for card input and card and printer output, It has one disk storage 
device which can store 512000-16 bit words, In the 1130 system real (single 
precision) numbers take 2 words of storage - thus the core and disk have 
r~spective capacities equivalent to 4096 and 256000 real numbers, Allowance 
1for permanently stored system programs reduces the space available to a user 
to.about 3000 and 200000 real numbers respectively, 
The IBM 360/44 is a much more powerful installation. It has an 
available core capacity of about 25000 single precision ( 4 byte) real numbers 9 
back-up disk storage facilities of about 300,000 single precision numbers and 
greatly improved speeds.of compilation, processing and output, 
Both computers wer.e equipped with FORTRAN IV compilers, the version 
for the 360/44 being more general than that for the 1130, Programs written 
for the 1130 could be transferred to the 360/44, but not necessarily vice-
versa, All the programming undertaken in thi~ qtudy used FORTRAN IV. 
Both installations had allowance for "phase bverlayihg" of programs, 
With this facility, computers with limited core but extensive backing 
storage can handle quite long programs, This is achieved in the following 
way. 
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The long program is segmented into a number of sub-programs and a co-
ordinating mainline program, and these are all stored on disk. During 
execution, control starts in the mainline; as different segments of the 
program are required to be executed, the appropriate sub-program is called 
into core storage from disk and control is passed to it, When finished, 
control passe,s back to the mainlinf) from which another sub-program may be 
cal1ed, The important point is that when a sub-program is loaded into core 
from disk, . it enters the space occupied by the previous sub-program. Thus at 
any time only one sub-program is in core storage, and sub-programs overlay one 
another. If the sub-programs all require approximately the same quantity of 
storage, considerable economies are achieved, since storage needs only be set. 
aside for one, instead of several sub-programs, 
The process is illustrated as follows: 
mainline sub-program 1 J 
program sub-program 2 .I 
sub-program 3 .1 
etc I 
""~---- core ·storage _____________ ......,. 
tE- only one sub-program at >I 
any time 
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In the 360 system this scheme is termed a "root phase overlay", while 
a similar process in the 1130 system refers to overlaid subroutines as LOCAL 
(load-Qn-calt) subroutines. The programs written have made extensive use of 
this feature. 
Disk storage is also important for data storage; in solving dynamic 
programming problems, tables of optimal releases for each stage can be stored 
on disk and recalled later, 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS 
In the course of the study a number of computer programs were written, 
In the analysis and synthesis of flow data for single stations several short 
programs were used, These were straightfon;ar,d statistical· programs and do 
not merit any comment, 
The three major programs written were for; 
(a) the multistream flow simulation 
(b) the operation of an irrigation storage, and 
(c) the operation of the two-storage hydro-thermal power system, 
The ··1hr'.Portaht steps: in the·se 1):1:'ograms are ;br:;iefly descr~bed. 
(a) Multistream Program 
The multistream analysis and synthesis program mentioned in Chapter 
Three was written for the 1130 and was subsequently implemented with the 
360/44, The major steps in this program were: 
( 1) Read historic flow data, 




(3) For each station assume 
(a) log-normal distribution 
(b) covariance stationarity 
( C) lag-one Markov process 
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(4) Check consistency of correl~tion matrix, 
(5) From (3-5) and (3-6) calculate matrices A and B. 
(6) With (3-1) generate synthetic Yt• 
(7) With the transform (3~2) introduce periodicity and take antilogs 
to form synthetic flows. 
(8) Analyse synthetic data, and compare synthetic parameters with 
historic parameters. 
The major restriction of this program is that the assumptions in 
step (3) must be tenable for all the stations. In the event of a large number 
of stations being considered, computational restrictions might also apply, 
(b) Program for O;peration of Irrigation Storage 
The propram used was a modified version of SNAKE GULLY, ai storage 
operation program developed by J,R, Burton. SNAKE GULLY considered month-by-
month O'j!JS'i'ation .a:bd was· written· for an, .IBM _70O . .__series -gomputer~. out this program 
-Worked 6n ,a; y'ear"-by-,.year 'ba~is and' used thB' much smaller IBM 1130. 
Steps in the program were (using the notation of Chapter Four): 
(1) Read input data-storage capacity,step sizes, interest rate, flow 
parameters, length of analysis required, etc. 
(2) Generate synthetic inflows and print synthetic parameter9 , 
(3) Deterministic optimization, 
(a) Start at last period, n = 1, Find f 1(s) and corresponding 
d for alls, 0 ~ s ~ 3M~ Store the d values on disk. 
(b) n = n + 1. From (4-4) find f (s) and corresponding d for 
n 
all s, 0 ~ s ~ ~, Stor~·; d values on disk. Repeat this step 
until n = N. 
(c) Carry out storage behaviour analysis (forward mass balance). 
Start at first time interval (beginning of real-time), set n = N. 
Assume initials value (in this.cases=½ SM), retrieve optimal 
release table from disk and select d value appropriate to 
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initial volumes, Hence computes', the end-of-period volume, 
Repeat this step for n = N-i, N-2 ,,. 2, 1, printings, d, q 
and annual returns. 
( 4 \ Use multiple regression to de.termine real-time policy f_unctions 
of the type (4-5). 
Separate sub-programs were used for generating synthetic flows (step 2), 
finding functional tables (steps Ja, Jb) and carrying ~1ll!hvst@'.9-ge oehaviour 
analyses (step Jc). Real-time operation rµns were c?rried out with a 
modified version of the storage behaviour analysis sub-program, 
These programs were implemented with the IBM 1130, The execution time 
for obtaining optimal releases and de~ermining a year-by-year policy for a 
48 year sequence of simulated data was of the order of 20 minutes, the e·ocact 
time depending on the detail required in the output, 
(c) Program for Two-Storage Hydro-Thermal Power System 
This program is a "one-off" job - it app1ies only to the Waitaki system~ 
The basic form of this program is similar to the single storage SNAKE GULLY 
program·+,, but is beyond the capacity of the 1130 system and was written with· 
the features of the,360/44 system in mind. 
data, 
Steps in the program were; 
(1) rwplement multistrearn program to generate 41 years of synthetic 
(2) Deterministic optimization, 
(a) Start at last time interval, set n = 1, arid find f 1(sA,sB) 
, and corresponding dA and dB for all feasible sA and 
sB. Store dA and dB tables on disk, 
(b) n = n+1, From (5-6) find fn (sA' sB) ·and sfore· 9.orresponding 
-
dA and dB on disk, Repeat this step until n = N, For selected 
n value::;, print the tables of fn (sA' 6B) and dA anci_dB, 
(c) Carry out storage behaviour analysis ( or forward mass 
balanae) .• Print storage volumes, releases, inflows, losses, 
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quantities of hydro and thermal energy generated and the thermal 
costs · incurred· •. 
(3) Use multiple regression to determine real-time policy functions. 
The complete program comprised a coordinating mainline program and 
four overlaid sub-programs, The sub-division of the program is summarized 
in the following table: 
Mainline Brogram Sub-Rrograms 
("Root Phase") (Overla'id Phases) 
Name Steps (as 
listed above) 
Task 
DATAGEN 1 data generation 
DYNAPRO DETERM 2a, 2b determination and 
. ·- storage of dA and 
' 
. [ dB.tables 
BEHAVE 2c storage-behaviour 
analysis, - finds 
.optimal. s A, 
dA' dB 
SB' 
POLICY 3 multiple regress-
ion to find policy 
functions of the 
type (5-12) I 
I 
In testing real-time policies, a slightly mod~fied version of the 
storage-behaviour program BEHAVE was used in conjunction with the multistream 
program DATAGEN, 
COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
Many water resource planning problems can readily be formulated as 
dynamic programming problems; the difficulty is in obtaining numerical 
answers, from the formulations, - that is, in writing a computer program that 
will fit into an available computer and that will not use excessive quantities 
of computer time, This difficulty is computational, not conceptual. 
The space and time requirements of a program for solving a dynamic pro-
gramming problem are two facets of the computational problem, and both must 
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be considered in assessing the feasibility of a proposed computer program. 
In both these features Young (1966) showed that his deterministic (Monte 
Carlo) dynamic programming algorithm compared favourably with the stochastic 
algorithm, 
Only one, two or possibly three state variables can be handled in 
direct solutions of deterministic problems, The reason for this is that both 
the space and time requirements of a computer increase geometrically with the 
number of state variables, The increase in space requirements can be demon-
strated as follows: 
Consider a general problem of N stages involving m state variables, 
Set the subscripts A, B, C, ••• refer to the lst, 2nd, 3rd, ••• state variables, 
and let each state variable have K feasible values. (This discussion proceeds 
in the context of the storage operation problems examined, and the number of 
decision variables equals th~_number of state variables,) 
Thus Km combinations of values of state variables are possible; and to 
each combination there corresponds a value of the optimum return function" 
fn(sA,sB ~ •• ) as well as the decisibns dA' dB••• , At any stage, core storage 
must be provided for th~se quantities as well as fn+1 (sA' sB,.~), and hence 
(2 + m) Km storage locations are required in core, Further, at every stage, 
all the dA' dB ••• must be stored in backing storage for recall later in the 
storage behaviour analysis, Thus for an N stage process, the backing storage 
m requirement is N. m. K, 
For different values of m, these storage requirements are tabulated 










STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEMS WITH N ~ 500 STAGES 
(2 + m) Km m 






















This analysis illustrates why direo.t solutions with medium sized 
computers such as the 360/44 are 1,imited . in tertns of storage qapaci ty to 
problems involving obly two or three •state variables, Even with a relatively 
coarse grid of 10 feasible values for each state variable, and a drastic 
reduction in the number of stages to say 50, this compute~ could not handle a 
four state variable problem since both core and backing storage requirements 
would still exceed the capacity, 
This analysis is extremely simplified, it does not take account of 
' -
stor~ge requirements for other variables such as release and storage steps, 
losses etc. Some of these can either be stored as arrays. or recalculated 
each time they are needed, but others are best stored permanently, Further, 
it should be pointed out that not all the c0r·e storage available to a user can 
be used to store data, a portion is required for the actuai,,program 
instructions, 
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Once a program has been written that will fit the space limitations 
of a computer, the question must be asked "Will the program run within a 
reasonable time?" There is no gener1;i,l answer to this question, One must 
decide what is a "reasonable" time and this is dependent on the economics of 
individual computer ins~allations. 
For the two state variable hydro-ther~al program, execution time 
requirements given in Section 5,4.1 wecre substantial. Befoxe a third state 
variable (for active stoxage at Benmore) could be introduced, coarser grids 
to reduce the number of feasible values of state variables would be required 
to reduce the storage requirements, This would also help to speed up the 
program and further improvements in speed could be ob~ined by rewriting 
sections of the program in ASSEMBLER language, As was mentioned in Chapter 
Five, the grid sizes used in the two ·state variable program gave an execution 
time that was just acceptable. 
Storage A 
Month a1 'a2:· , a.··. 0 
1 .15 -.05 70 
2 • 4-0 -.12 38 
3 .42 -.07 _32 
4 -. 51 -.01 -45 
.. 
5 .27 -,08 60 
' 
6 .35 -.05 12 
7 .01 -.15 118 
8 .25 -.04 62 
9 .19 - .. 20 93 
10 .32 -.24 53 
11 .05 -.20 82 
12 .11 .08 : 35 
dA 
APPENDIX II 
TABULATION OF LINEAR POLICIES 
DATA .. SET. (1) 
= a1 sA + a2 sB + ao 
~•-- • ~ 4 
R. . "SE .. ~-- •. E. mean Month b1 
release 
.26 50 1.4 83 1 -.06 
.62 39 .. 11.3* 65 2 .os 
;43 38 4.1* 94 3 .06 
. .. 
.41 : 50 3.7* 69 4 .-. 01 
.44 42 4.5* 85 5 -.15 
.J6 51 2.7 70 6 -.17 
.44 42 4.J* 90 7 .oo 
• 51 JO 6:.y-: 97 8 -.04 
.67 24 15.4*· 103 9 -.16 
.45 34 4.7* 60 1e -.26 
.29 45 1.8 71 n ,02 
.JO 49 1.8 62 12 --.19 
Storage B dB = b1 s A + b2 SB + °!?o 
b2 b R SE F ~ean 0 release 
.20 108 .23 74 1.1 114 
.12 137 .42 49 4.0* 205 
• 08 195 .33 43 2.J . 256 
.06 . 2-81 .26r 35 1.4· 312 
.19 258 .65 45 13. 5*" 314 
.20 268 . 70 32 17. 6*0 302 
.23 191 .70 31 17 .9*' 236 
. 
.23 178 • 61 31 11. 0*" 196 
.23 175 .63 28 12. 5*" 170 
.22 140 .JS 39 2.6 136 
-.08 127 ,/10 49 .2 1~3 
,02 152 .27 59 1.4 132 




PATA SET (2) 
Storage A dA = a1 sA + a2 sB + ao 
: Month 
• ' h .... -• 
R SE F a1 a2 a mean Month 0 · - · rB-rease 
1 .22 , 00 29 ~33 52 2~3 68 1 
2 .14 .,04. 58 ,i? 48- .6 80 2 
3 .38 -.09- 57 ,45 44 4,7* 96 3 
4 ,17 -.05 81 ,21 47 ,9· 9T- 4 
5 . .39 -,05 23 ,37 45 ,3.0 88 5 
6 .JS -.11 56 ,56. 39 8 ,'.5*" 9-0 G 
7 .29 -.12 68 ,47 37 5,3*'· 87 T 
8 ,OJ -,09 100 .. .,24 42 1.1 91 8 
9 .28 -.15 71 .60 35 10,4* 87 9 
to .1.5 -.05 75 .26 36 1.4 83 10 
11 .19 -.OJ 67 .27 42 1.4 77 11 
















Storage B dB= b1 sA + b2 SB+ bo 
b2 b R SE F mean 0 
' release 
.06 152 .20 69 .8 156 
.06 191 •. 23 49 1.0 214 
• 08 231 .41 36 3,7* 281 
.22 107 .67 45 14~ 9*; 296 
. ' 
.1.3 278 .44 46 4.4* 3.36 
-
• 21 279 .70 39 17.4* 319 
.18 242 • 57 35 9,0*·: 270 
.15 162 .59 37 10.1* 221 
.26 167 .62 35 11.J* 183 
-.05 155 .13 36 ,3 150 
-.14 176 .42 56 4.0* 145 
-.OJ 171 .22 62 .. 9 149 




DATA SET (3) 
Storage A dA = a1SA + a2 SB+ ao 
Month a a2 a R SE F mean Month 1 0 release 
1 .19 -.03 55 .JO 50 1.8 74 1 
2 .17 -.02 66 .24 47 1.2 90 2 
J ,25 -.09 80 .49 38 5.8* 82 3 
4 ,27 -.02 29 .28 47 1.5 82 4 
.-,,i. 
5 -. 10 -,05 139 ,22 45 .9 91 5 
6 ,30 -.23 50 ,43 43 4.1* 89 6 
7 .05 , 02 96 ,15 29 .4 110 7 
.. 8 .46 -.10 61 • 74 30 .: 22~3* 100 8 
9 .29 -.18 69 ,62 31 11.4* 70 9 
10 .46 -.23 58 ,60 36 10.1* 70 10 
11 .11 ,07 ?-5 .24 43 1.1 89 11 
12 ,12 -.04 67 ,15 55 .4 71 12 
;; 
. 
Storage B ~dB = b1 s A + b2 sB ;+-- b o 
b1 b2 b R SE F 0 
.. 
-.39 .02 209 • 60 41 10.5*-
-.t6 .08 189 .32 51 2.1 
• 03 .11 196 • 59 31 9,7* 
•-
-.06 .09 263 .. JJ 43 2.3 
.21 • 07 241 ,34 44 2.? 
-.08 ~ iJ 266 • 56 37 8,3* 
.12 .13 186 • 61 32 11.2* 
-.02 ,23 181 ,67 41 15.2* 
.42 .27 125 ,81 28 36.1* 
-.01 .24 129 ,41 44 J.8* 
-,37 .16 167 • 58 41 9.2* 
-.12 -,04 178 .22 51 LO 



















DATA SET (4) 
Storage A dA = a1 sA + a2 sB + ao 
Month R SE F mean Month a1 a2 a release 0 
1 ,04 -,07 97 .28 51 1.5 82 1 
2 .28 -,{)6 40 .44 48 4,5* 66 2 
3 • 75 -.-09 -41 .65 43 13.7* 79 3 
4 • 51 -,05 -16 _ .J4 50 2.4 82 4 
5 .21 -.04 48 .2J 48 1.0 77 5 
6 .17 -.05 65 .26 48 · 1~4 - 85 6 
7 .35 - .. 18 57 .69 41 16.7* 82 7 
8 • 06 -.15 109 .45 37 4.8* 99 8 
9 .19 -.15 84 . 53 32 7.3* 92 9 
10 .12 . 0.5 64 .25 38 1.J 74 10 
11 .12 -.01 67 .22 41 .9 75 11 
12 -.08 • 01 80 .13 52 .3 72 12 
Storage B dB= b1 sA + b2 sB+ bo 
b1 b2 b R SE F 0 
-,10 • 01 154 .17 57 .5 
-.39 • 08 237 .44 65 4.4* 
-.28 0 53 306 .J3 40 2.2 
-.43 .17 .314 , 59 41 9.8*_ 
-.23 .11 323 .49 39 5,7* 
- 08 ,. .11 277 ,#5 37 4.6* 
-.OJ .21 203 • 78 29 29. O* 
• 09 .22 161 ,59 40 10.0* 
• 09 .15 162 .4J 35 4.3* 
-.08 -.11 152 ,36 32 2.7 
-.20 .05 146 .. 26 60 1.J 
-.02 -.07 164 ,17 65 .5 


















Storage A dA = a1 SA +a2 SB+ ao 
Month a· a2 a R SE F 1 o_ 
1 -.11 ,OJ '77 ,17 56 .6 
2 .17 -.06 81 ~33 50 2.3 
3, .24 -.08 78 .43 33 4.J* 
4 .11 -.01 83 .11 43 .2 
5 .45 . 02 -42 .47 4'.l, 5,3* 
6 .16 .04 46 .47 45 5~3* 
7 • 06 -.07 109 .27 44 1.5 
8 .28 -.16 . 71 .61 38 10.9* 
9 .39 -.22 71 .70 32 17.9* 
10 .44 -.OJ 54 .61 30 11.2* 
11 -. 18 -.02 73 .23 44 1.1 
12 -.0-3 -.oo 57 .05 , 54 .1 
-· 
DATA SET (5) 
~mean 
release Mon{h 












Storage B dB = b1 s,A + o2 sB + bo 
1 mean b b2 b ~~· SE F release 1 0 
-.21 -.08 193 .JS 59 J.1 138 
-.15 . 09 177 .37 50 2.0 184 
. -.JO • 08 293 .44 35 4.5* 273 
.06 .10 217 • .36 49 2.7 297 . 
-.11 .11 293 ,J9 46 J.J* 334 
-.06 .15 254 .61 36 10.8* 304 
.13 .17 177 .66 32 14.1* 250 
.04 .27 165 .77 29 26.J* 217 
.. 
.04 .40 154 • 76 33 26.0* 195 
-.13 .12 159 .24 34 1.1 157 
-.08 -.11 160 .17 49 .6 151 
-.19 -.12 187 .31 61 2.0 156 
* Significant at 95% level 
!-'-
CD 
.{::.-
